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Per-credit hour fee raise studied
By KAREN PENNEY
In the July BQard of
Curator's meeting, Curator
Larry Robinson proposed
that the University administration report on the
feasibility of a per-credit
hour supplemental fee for
the engineering curriculum.
The
supplemental
fee
program was first proposed
more than a year ago by Dr.
William
Kimel,
dean,
College of Engineering,
UMC and Dr. Robert L.
Davis, dean,
School of
Engineering, UMR following
closely an article in the
"Missouri
Engineer"
published by the Missouri
Society of Professional
Engineers.
UMR and UMC alumni
had also proposed a supplemental fee to President
James Olson and Board of
Curators President William
Doak.

After the July board
meeting the Budget Review
Committe at UMR started a
study regarding the creation
and implementation of a
supplemental fee. UMR
Chancellor Marchello said,
"This is a study only.
Nothing will be decided by
the Board of Curators until
next spring at the earliest. "
The per-credit engineering
supplemental fee would be
equal to the per-credit incidental fee of the 1983-84
school year. The curators
adopted a 15 percent fee
increase in July that raised
the per-credit incidental fee
to $43.
Mr.
John
Vaughn,
Director of Administrative
Planning and chairman of
the Budget · Review Committee, said although the
amount of the fee has been
set the question of implementation has not been

resolved.
There
are
questions concerning who
should pay the fee; whether
just
the
declared
engineering students should
pay fees on their hours or
everyone, regardless of their
major, pay the fees for each
engineering credit taken.
Mr. Vaughn also commented that policing the
payment of fees would be a
problem. Students entering
Rolla with junior college
credit hours and students
waiting
until
their
sophomore and junior years
to declare a major could
result in non-payment of
fees.
A
review
of
the
engineering curricula for the
12 programs indicates the
of
specific
number
engineering course hours
required ranges from 45 to 66
with the average being 56
scholastic
credit
hours
(SCHl. In addition. each

department
requires
technical electives ranging
from two to 18 with the
average being nine. In
summary, the typical undergraduate
engineering
student takes about 65 SCH
of engineering courses, most
of them in the junior and
senior years.
It is estimated that 87,000
SCH of engineering course
work will be taken in 1983-84.
The proposed supplemental
fee income would be $43
times 87,000 engineering
credit hours or $3.61 million.
Of this, $3.0 million would be
used to overcome budget
deficiencies and $610,000
would be made available for
student financial aid to
maintain access to UMR.
There is still a need to
raise UMR salaries and
wages to equal the average
of the Big 10 and Big 8
schools. Salaries, wages and
benefit deficiencies required

$2.5 million, and increasing
equipment and expense
budgets require $1.0 million.
If state tax appropriations
only keep pace with inflation
and
predicted
modest
enrollment declines help cut
high teacher workloads the
increase in the incidental fee
will only cover $500,000 of the
$3.5 million that is needed to
achieve the salary goals and
budget increases.
The major financial impact of the fee would occur in
the junior and senior years.
The Budget Review Committee's study justifies this
heavy financial burden by
saying
that
advanced
students are in a relatively
better position to meet costs
through
summer
and
cooperative
employment
and from student loans.
Another justification is
professional degrees such as
dentistry, law, medicine,
pharmacy and veterinary

medicine already impose
Mr.
supplemental fees.
Vaughn
said,
"the
engineering student considers himself a professional
when he graduates, along
the same lines as a doctor or
lawyer. The engineering
degree carries a certain
measure of profeSSionalism
in the eyes of the student that
a history or English degree
does not.
The simple fact that the
average
engineering
curriculum
has
more
laboratory courses, and
smaller classes and teacher
to student ratios than the
average arts and science
degree makes it harder and
more costly to teach.
The
Budget
Review
Committee suggested that

see Fee raise
page 4

Dr. Arthur Schawlow

Nobel laureate to give lecture
SOURCE: OPI

What instruments can
shuck a bucket of oysters,
correct typing errOl;s, fuse
atoms, lay a straight line for
a garden bed, repair
detached retinas and drill
holes in diamonds?
The answer is " lasers,"
and the co-inventor of the
laser, Nobel Prize winner,
Dr. Arthur L. Schawlow, will
discuss these and other
applications of his invention
during a five-day stay as
visi ting professor of physics
at UMR starting Sept. 23.
His first lecture at UMR
will be " Spectroscopy in a
New Light," (his Nobel
Lecture
presented
in
Stockholm, Sweden, last
December) at 4 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 23. Lectures
especially for the nonscientist will be on lasers

.
phYSICS.

and their uses at 4 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 24, and on
exotic laser uses at 4 p. m.
Monday, Sept. 27. A picnic
and informal discussion will
be from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 25, at Finers
Shelters, Maramec Spring
Park, and his final technical
lecture will be "Exotic Atom
Spectroscopy" at 2 p.m.
Tuesday, Sept. 28.
All events are free, but
reservations for the picnic
must be made at the UMR
physics department. Lectures will be in Room 104
Physics, except the Tuesday
lecture, which will be in the
physics department's Fuller
Room.
Dr. Laird Schearer, UMR
professor of physics and
laser expert, says that
Schawlow's appearances at
Rolla are the first he has
made in this area since

Engineering economy organization,
By JENNIFER BARTON

'lbe condition of the
American . economy has
focused the attention of
many on cost engineering.
The American Association of
Cost Engineers (AACE) is
an organization which deals
With this aspect of business.
A stUdent affiliate of this

AACE to start

organization is presently in
the process of establishing at
UMR, a process which has
taken since February of last
year.
The group is directing its
attention to the engineering
disciplines
that
offer
engineering
economy
courses or advise students to
utilize it as a technical

elective. Among these are
chemical engineering, civil
engineering,
engineering
management, mechanical
engineering and mining
engineering.
The organization believes
it can help participating
companies'
management
reduce costs, keep budgets
under
control,
meet

schedules, improve profits
and minimize risks. AACE
achieves this by making
available
to
members
by
papers
presented
authorities in specialized
fields at the annual AACE

see AACE
page 2

receiving the Nobel Prize for
physics last December. Such
public appearances are a
part of Schawlow's efforts to
"present science in a way
both useful and intelligible to
non-scientific as well as
scientific
audiences, "
Schearer says.
"Schawlow's is the leading
laser laboratory in the
world; no one even comes
close. You might think that,
as the world's acknowledged
leader in laser science, he
might tend to insulate
himself, but that is not the
case," Schearer adds. "He
feel s strongly that he has an
obligation to young people to
interest them in science and
make
things
as
understandable as he possibly
can. As the most recent
Nobel laureate, he has a
busy speaking schedule, but
this year he is teaching a
beginning freshman physics
at
Stanford
course
University, where he is
Jackson and Wood Professor
of Physics."
Schawlow has appeared on
TV on such programs as 21st
Century
with
Walter
Cronkite, and the Experiment Series with Don
Herbert and on British and
Canadian network TV. He is
the author of numerous
publications, including the
introduction for Scientific

American
Readings on
Lasers and Light and three
of the articles in that
collection.
In this lecture, delivered in
Stockholm, Sweden, Dec. 8,
1981, Dr. Schawlow said of
laser spectroscopy, "The
field has had an almost
explosive growth. .. We are
learning to do entirely new
kinds of spectroscopy. We
can resolve fine details
hitherto obscured by thermal broadening, can observe
and study very small
numbers of atoms and can
simplify complex spectra.
We can take the measure of
simple atoms with a
precision that is providing a
real challenge to the best
theoretical calculations. Our
experimental
capabilities
have been extended so
rapidly in the past few years
that there has not been time
to bring them fully to bear on
the interesting, fundamental
problems for which they
seem so well suited. But the
spectroscopy with the new
light is illuminating many
things we could not even
hope to explore previously,
and we are bound to encounter further intriguing
surprises."

see Nobel
page 5
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Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
the Rolla Building before Monday at 9 p. m. and
we will list it in the Activities Section of the
paper. No articles submitted will be printed
unless written in complete sentences with proper
grammar. No schedule or flyers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the
Activities Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity, get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.

UPE "CAREER DAY"
Today . Sept. 23. from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m ., Upsilon Pi Epsilon will hold
a car eer day for computer related occupations. Seven companies will
have information booths set up in Centennial Hall and each will also
make two presentations during the day in the Math·Computer Science
Building. Schedules will be posted on campus with details about the
presentations. All UMR students and faculty are invited to attend.
~TIONFORCOMPVTINGMAOffiNERY

ACM will hold its next meeting on Thursday, Sept. 23, in Room 104 of
the PhySics Building. The meeting will begin at 7 p. m . The guest
speaker will be Mr. Dave Cogswell. Mr. Cogswell is a member of the
Technical Services staff of Arkansas Best Corp. and will be speaking
about the design, implementation and installation of a specialized
database m anagement system. Memberships in ACM are still
available. Everyone is invited to attend.

UMR HANG GLIDING CLUB
Ground school class. part I , will be held on Thursday, Sept. 23, at 7
p. m . in the Civil Engineering Building in Room 117. IMPORTANT: All
classes have been moved toCE 117. Same times, same days.
WARGAMERS' ASSOClATION OF ROLLA
There will be a meeting of the Wargamers' Association of Rolla at 8
p.m . Thursday, Sept. 23, in Room 206 M·CS. New memberships will be
taken. Anyone interested in the hobby is invited to attend.
GDI
, GDI will have a general membership meeting on Thursday, Sept.
23, at 7 p.m. in Room G-3 of the Chem Building. This is your last
chance to sign up for the float trip. Refreshments will be served af.
terward. All are welcome!

Missouri Miner
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HKN

Student migration from
private to public

HKN will hold a general business meeting on Thursday, Sept. 23, at
6: 30 p.m. in Room 105 EE. The smoker for prospective pledges will be
at 7 p.m ., Room 104 EE.
INTERCOLLEGIATE KNIGHTS
There will be an URGENT meeting this Thursday at 7 p.m . at the
Kappa Sigma house. All members please attend!

UMR FILM SERIES
" Manhattan," starring Woody Allen, 7 : 30 p. m., Sept. 23, Miles
Auditorium, Mechanical Engineering. Season ticket or $2.50 at the
door.
"NIGlIT AT TIlE FIGHTS" PRACTICE
Boxing practice for Lambda Chi Alpha's Fourth Annual "Night at
the Fights" will be held from 7·9 p.m . in the wrestling room of the
Multi-Purpose Building. Professional training is available and no
experi ence is necessary. Anyone interested in boxing, contact any
member of Lambda Chi Alpha (364-9901) or just come to a practice.

cmusnANCAMPUSHOUSE
Christian Campus House will host a weiner roast and hayride
Friday at 7 p.m. Then on Sunday , all CCH stUdents and UMR friends
will be attending a noon meal at First Christian Church. Following the
m eaJ, CCH will have an Open House. just for people to drop by and see
their building and facilities. At the regular 7 p.m . Wednesday
meeting, Sept. 22. Dr. Nolan Aughenbaugh will speak on the subject of
"Self-Esteem," using the Bible as his main text.
PSI CHI
Psi Chi (psychology honor society) will be holding a mixer on
Friday, Sept. 24, and would like to invite anyone interested in Psi Chi
to come along. It will be held at Dr. Fletcher's residence, from 4-7
p.m. If you need directions or a ride, just call Vicki at 364-6618.
INTERV ARSITY cmusnAN FELLOWSHIP
IVCF will hold its weekly chapter meeting on Friday, Sept. 24, at
6:45 p.m. in the Missouri Room of the University Center-East. This
week's topic will be "Contact Evangelism." All are invited to come
join us for a time of fellowship and fun .

•
UMR RUGBY CLUB
The UMR Rugby Club will play St. Louis University at Fraternity
Row Field on Saturday, Sept. 25, at 1 p.m. Come and watch the
Ruggers as they go for victory No.2 of the 1982 fall season. All are
invited and urged to support the Ruggers by firing up and getting wild
at the game.
CYCLING CLUB
The Cycling Club has scheduled a 25-mile recreational ride to St.
J ames. Anyone interested should meet at the Hockey Puck Saturday,
Sept. 25, at 8 a. m.

C.O.E. continued on page !i

AACE
meetings and International
Cost
Engineering
Congresses.
Among the opportunities
the organi zation offers are
sponsored seminars, the
eXChange of ideas at mono
thly meetings, a monthly
magazine and a cost

see page 5
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students who chose two-year
colleges at least temporarily
for financial reasons.
In some states, as much as
ten percent cf the students
who ordinarily would have
gone straight from high
school to a four-year college
have chosen to live at home
amother year, and attend
cheaper local two-year
campuses, the study reports.
Such movement suggests
the onset of the massive
"step
ladder
effect"

1
THEATRES
@O~~NWEALTH
MOYIE MARQUEE

~.

~

Forum

from page 1

WASHINGTON (CPS) The long-expected, forced
student migration from
expensive private colleges to
cheaper four- and two-year
campuses may have finally
begun, two just-released
studies suggest.
The primary cause of the
forced march, the studies
say, are the cuts in federal
student aid programs.
According to a study by
the National Institute of
Independent Colleges and
Universities, as many as
200,000
students
have
dropped out of private
colleges and universities this
year.
The exodus of low-income
and minority students is
" much more dramatic than
we expected," and may
broaden as this year's cuts in
federal
financial
aid
programs
exacerbate
student money problems,
says Julianne Still Thrift,
NIICU 's executive director.
Though no one can say
definitively where these
students are going - to other
schools or Simply out of the
educational
system
another study released last
week predicts community
college enrollment will increase by four percent this
fall.
The American Association
of Community and Junior
Colleges (AACJC) expects
two-year college enrollment
to surpass five million
nationwide.
The reasons, according to
the AACJC, include an influx
of un· and under·employed
people returning to school
of
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Grants becoming ex tremely scarce"
66
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:Jrawn. And specifically,
YOU 1 ~I grant money is tightening.
THAT...'-, I\l UMR, the funds have
~, :>een cut an average of about
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117%.

It's a mess," Director of
Financial Aid Robert Whites
summed the situation. The
financial aid office has more
or less served as the middle
man between Congress' cuts
and delays and students'
confusion. This has resulted
in long lines and stacks of
paperwork for the staff to
deal with.
The grants which are
concerned
include
the
Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG),
the Missouri Grant, and the
Pelf grant ( formerly the
BEOG).
SEOG
grants
go
to
students with extreme need.
According to Mr. Whites
these grants, usually worth
over $4,000, are very sC!lrce.
The money comes from a

federal grant to the college.
The
Missouri
grants,
administered
by
the
Missouri Department of
Higher Education, are worth
about $500 a year. Around
300 UMR students are this
year "lucky enough to
receive it" said the director.
The Pell Grant funded by
the federal government, is
providing around 1100-1200
UMR students with financial
aid. They range from $12&$1674 per academic year and
average about $850.
Application
for
these
grants is made yearly by
completing an ACT Family
Financial Statement and a
UMR financial aid application. Of the students
that qualify on the basis of
their need, first preference

1

1
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educators began forecasting
when President Reagan
introduced his first federal
education
budget
in
February, 1981.
Federal budget cuts and
rising tuition rates would
combine to knock students
down the economic ladder of
education, they said. The
poorest studEnts at private
colleges would be forced to
transfer to less expensive
four-year institutions. They,
in rum, would displace the
POOrest
public
college
students, forcing them to
transfer
to
still-lessexpensive two-year colleges.
And because campuses
can accomodate only a
limited number of students,
they fear the poorest twoY~ar
college
students
eventually will be forced out
of college altogether.
1be migration out of
Private campuses began as a
Irickle last January, but has
grown to a steady flow now.
1be 200,000 who have
dropped out this fall are

migration
"much larger (a group) than
we thought, and doesn't even
include the effects of this
year's
cutbacks,"
says
Thrift.
"Unfortunately, most of
the decline was among
students in the $6000 to
$24,000
income bracket.
While some of our upperincome students are getting
more financial aid, the
number
of
low-income

from page 2

students getting aid actually
decreased by 40 percent,"
sheaads.
The institute assumes
"most of (the dropouts) are
going on to schools that are
lower-priced. "
She asserts that "that
means more and more
students are having to pick a
school based on price rather
than
academiC
considerations. "

tangled this year when
Congress
had
trouble
deciding what and how much
to reduce in the budget. This
put the whole process
behind. For example, the
government's Pell Grant
payment schedule which
tells a school how much they

is given to those whose forms
have been turned in by April
30. Though that is the only
time of year that SEOG and
Missouri
grants
are
available, the Pell Grant can
actually be applied for at
anytime.
Things started getting

can offer students is usually
published in June. This year,
the official schedule came
out on September 7. Had the
office not relied on "unofficial"
numbers,
things

see Grants
page 5

Theft at comp. sci. center
By GREG RINKER
The UMR computer center
has reported that a computer display terminal was
stolen sometime during the
night of Sept. 11-12. Dave
Dearth, director of the
computer center, said the
theft was reported by employees about 8 a.m. Mr.
Dearth said that there were
apparently no witnesses.
The replacement cost of the
terminal is about $2,500.
During tJie second week of
this semester, there waS
another theft at the computer center. A keyboard
worth about $350 was found
to have been stolen during
the night. .
Mr. Dearth said that
although the keyboard is a
standard item, the terminal
practically
worthless
is
unless used with a computer
system similar to UMR's. In
the eight years that the
computer center nas been
open 24 hours no equipment

thefts
have
occurred
although there has been
some vandalism.
The computer center has
announced new hours since
the theft:
~

()~7

une

Monday through Friday : 6
a.m.-l:45 a.m. the next day.
Saturday: 8a.m.-5:45p.m.
Sunday : 8 a.m.-1:45 a.m.
the next day.

~
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We,
the
undefeatable
destroyers of gray matter,
known with high regard
throughout the land as
members of the elite order of
the Saint Pat's Board,
challenge the Intrafraternity
Council to contest and show
the world which organization
truly deserves the adulation
of the masses on the field of
honor, known to all as the
football field.
The St. Pat's 75ers, who
have never been arrested on
a morals charge with poultry
animals, nor any of our
pictures put on wanted
posters which have been
posted in every henhouse in
central
Missouri,
shall

- -

CT' -

systematically, with malice
aforethought, mangle the
Gay Grays from the tips of
their toes to the chicken
feathers between their teeth.
The confrontation will occur
October First, Nineteen
Hundred Eighty-Two . a~ the
Fraternity Row Olympic
Sports Complex.
If the Ignorant Fool Clan
is stupid enough to accept
this challenge, the St. Pat's
75ers will destroy, cripple
and mutilate the prancing,
prissy purveyors of chicken
flesh at 3:30 post meridian in
front of all our loyal fans.
Go Ahead And Accept, We
Dare You!

r---------------------I MILK SHAKE SPECIAL 50' I
I
I
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thru

I1 ~~Etp.~:
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SERVICES FOR ALL MEN & WOMEN

Alterations and
custom made
western shirts
•
207 w. 11 th Rolla 364-3922
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

1

~---------------------.
Planned Parenthood
Central Ozarks

The Sewing Room

I
I
I

BIRTH CONTROL exams, supplies, instruction. NATURAL FAMILY
PLANNING. PREGNANCY TESTING and exams. PROBLEM PREGNANCY
COUNSELING on all options: parenthood, adoption, abortion. VENEREAL
DISEASE TESTING. STERILIZATION COUNSELING & referrals. COUNSELING
on problems related to sexuality and reproduction. EDUCATION, FILMS,
PAMPHLETS .

SERVICES ARE CONFIDENTIAL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundamental right of every individual to
decide freely and responsibly when and whether to have children-is a
reaffirmation of the principles of individual liberty upon which this
country was founded.

ROLLA CLINIC
1032 B Kingshighway (314) 364-1509
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UMR homecoming festivities
SOURCE:OPI
The UMR homecoming
will
provide
festivities
sports, music and fun for
everyone Oct. 1-2.
Activities start with coffee
at
and
doughnuts
registration in the Miner
Lounge, University CenterEast - 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m .
Friday, Oct. I, and 8 a.m . to
noon, Saturday, Oct. 2.
Registration is the place to
buy
your
homecoming
button ($) each) from
members of the M-Club. This
year's button says "Sack the
Blue Tigers." Proceeds from
the sale of the buttons
support the M-Club's Junior
Olympics held each spring.
A panel discussion on an
update of the campus will be
held at 2 : 15 p.m . Friday,
Oct. I , in Miles Auditorium.
Everyone is invited to at-

AACE
engineering
literature
library. AACE also makes
available for members only
a Cost Engineers Notebook
containing references to
technical information.
Another opportunity offered by AACE is a certification examination. This
examination, upon being
passed,
distinguishes
a
person as a certified cost
engineer or certified cost

Fee raise
an
engineering
student
supplemental
fee
loan
program be introduced in
conjunction
with
implentation of the supplemental fee. A suggestion
of a fee waiver or scholarship based on calculated
need was discussed, but
because 20 percent of the
students would qualify, this
would result in a net income
of only 80 percent of the fee
level.

As many as 2,000 students
would qualify for the student
loan program. The student
would be loaned the amount
of the supplemental fee at a 5

tend.
The traditional Silver and
Gold party will be held from
5 :3(}'8 p.m. Friday, Oct. I , in
the St. Pat's Church Parish
Hall. Music will be furnished
by a UMR Jazz Ensemble.
Also that evening, the MClub sponsors a bonfire at
the intramural field on
fraternity row, beginning at
7. The pep band and members of the pep club will be
there. Soccer fans are invited to attend the contest
between the Miners and
Sangamon State at 8 p.m. at
the
soccer
field.
The
Homecoming Dance for
students and alumni begins
at 9 p.m . in Centennial Hall,
University
Center-East.
Introduction of the 10
homecoming queen finalists
is a major event at the
dance.
The
Fieldhouse Feed,

from page 2
consultant.
The tests, conSisting of
four parts, cover material
that
ranges
from
engineering economy . to
aspects of both management
engineering.
Most
and
m aterial is covered in texts
AACE
has
listed
as
reference texts .
More informaton about
AACE can be obtained from
Jerry Weiland at 364-2'n5 .

open to everyone, begins at
11 :30 a.m., Saturday, Oct. 2,
in the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. Members
of the honor classes (1932
and before, 1937, 1942, 1947,
1952, 1957, 1962, 1967, 1972

and 1977) will be recognized
and pose for class pictures.
Pre-game festivities on
Saturday, Oct. 2, at the
football field include a
pajama race sponsored by
the Interfraternity Council,
the National Anthem by
members of the UMR
Chamber Choir and the
UMR Band, and, finaily , the
Miner " Fight Song" by the
Marching Miner Band.
Kickoff for the football
game between the Miners
<'.nd Lincoln University Blue
Tiger s is 1 : 30 p. m .
Halftime
ceremonies
include a program by the
Miner Band directed by Tom
Ruess, lecturer in music,
and featuring the musical
selections " Aztec Fire" and
Malaguena. " Winners of

-
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contest will be presented and
the queen will be crowned by
UMR Chancellor Joseph M.
Marchello
assisted
by
MSM/ UMR
Alumni
Association
preSident,
Lawrence Spanier, Class of
1950. Members of the UMR
Chamber ChOir, the UMR
Band and the Alumni Band
will conclude the halftime
program with a rendition of
Clair V. Mann's "Alma
Mater" written in 1938 and
arranged for choir and band
this summer by Dr. David
Oakley, professor of music
at UMR.
Final
events
of
the
homecoming weekend are
the annual Alumni A wards
Banquet at 7 p.m. Oct. 2 in
Centennial Hall, University
Center-East, followed by the
annual meeting of the
MSM/ UMR
Alumni
Association. The Student
Union
Board
sponsored
Homecoming Concert will be
held at 8 p.m. in the Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building
featuring
the
Michael

Tickets for the following
homecoming events may be
purchased from 8 a.m.
through 4:30 p.m. , Monday
through Friday, until Sept.
30, at the Alumni Office, 101
Harris Hall, UMR, Rolla,
MO 65401 (phone: 341-4172);
Silver and Gold Party ($6.50
each) . Fieldhouse Feed
($5);
Alumni
Awards
Banquet ($9.50 each), On
Oct. 1-2, tickets will be
available at homecoming
registration.
Tickets
for
the
Homecoming Concert ($2
each for students -limit two

per 1.0. - or $5 each general
admission) may be PIII'.
chased at the Student UnIfII
Ticket
Table
in
tile
University
Center
fl'Olll
Monday, Sept. 'l:l, throuII
Friday, Oct. 1. On Saturday,
Sept. 2, tickets will be
available at the door between 7 and 8 p m
Tickets for soccer 8I1d
~MuE
football games will be : LiOfJS C
available at the gate or I Udr\lfI
contact the UMR athletlt ~ rto~i
department, Gale Bullllllll ~ ~!se
Multi-Purpose
Buildloc. : 811 :«
(phone: 341-4175) for further I i ~lun!
ticket information.
If

I

I

j

Where were YOU
Friday Night?
January 29,1982
More details
coming later!

th~e_~h~om~e~co~m~in~g~~q~u~ee~n~~S~t:anl~e::y~B~an~d:...._ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ IfY~

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERS

IUlld sdloo
In !he Ci~
Jeheldon1

)!'stinlrr
jallp.m.
1ed,1hen

See the exciting world of electronics.
at

from page 1
percent interest with the
loan to be repaid during the
first five years following
graduation.
The loan program, based
on 2,000 students, becomes
self-sustaining after seven
years, thereby eliminating
the impact of the loan
program
on
the
supplemental fee income.
A student loan program
that made funds available to
every student regardless of
need was also researched.
Chancellor
Marchello
emphasized that this is a
study only. The report is only
on the bottom step of the
ladder.

G&D STEAK HOUSE
801. Chuck Steak
601. Ribeye
801. Filet
7 01. Ham Steak
1001. Top Sirloin
12 01. I.C. Strip
12 01. T-Bone

$2.79
$3.07
$3.65
$3.02
$5.00
$5.96
$6.92

Includes baked potato or fries and Texas toost .

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS
ENGINEERING OPEN HOUSE

G&D Steak House

! 'f"~Ol

~ Laser,
~atin.

au

Wednesday, September Z9
Centennial Hall-University Center
6:00 p.m.-S:IO p.m.
• Presentations
Recent EE graduates will be
making brief presentations on
various EE job responsibilities.
These presentations will be held in
the Meramec and Mark Twain
Rooms at various times between
6:30 p .m . and 8:00 p.m .
• Meet Technical Personnel
Practicing EEs will be available to
discuss career opportunities ,
working environments and
academic preparation .
• Movies
See movies of the F15, F18 , AV8B,
Harrier and Harpoon Missile in
action .

Free Ice Cream With Every Meal.
Open 7 days a week 11 :00 a .m .·9:00 p.m .
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

bme DC h
I iii ' triglJ!

/MCDONNELL
u.s
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•
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• Learn about Permanent, Summer
and Coop Opportunities.
Representatives will be available
to discuss current EE openings,
summer assignments and the
coop program.
• Food/Refreshments:
An Italian Buffet will be served
starting at 6:00 p .m . with
refreshments .
We'll see you on Wednesday,
September 29.
McDonnell Douglas representatives
will be on campus interviewing for
permanent positions Oct. 27 & 28,
1982.
/ '
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LUTHERAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION
~. r""
' ti on will be hav Ing Its first cost
OnSatUI'
I. The Lutheran Stude nto rgaruza

ets

.~"'9 upper of the year Sunday, Sept. 26, at 5 p.m. at the Campus House,

he WiU b 115 W. 11th St. Come out for some good food and feUowshlp. All are

111. door

~ lVlledtoattend. The cost Is $1.

SOccer

!{ME

. an Kappa Mu EpsUon will hold Its annual Fan Picnic this Sunday, Sept.
the WiU b 16, at Lions Club Park. Everyone is Invited to attend! Cost wiU be $1
U gate I or children under 12, $2 for students and faculty guests and $3 for
. Mil alhlea leSSer! or salad for faculty . Please sign up in math office or contact a
uale BUlIrna (ME officer. If you have a car (and are willing to drive) or need a
BUlIdiq ide, please meet in front of the Math-Computer Science Building
/5) (or (urtbi :unday at 1:45 p.m. The picnic will be held from 2~ p.m. Come for
ion.
oodand fun! See ya there!

au

~

.?
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~Q)~[DA~
International Muslim

StUdents~iatiOn
OMS) is going to have
Sacrifice) prayer at Baptist Student

:adu·L Adhz (The Festival of
~ion (BSU) at 7 a.m. Monday,

Sept. 27. BSU is located at 506 W. 10th

AIChEMEETING
The Urst general meeting of AIChE wUi be held Wednesday, Sept.
29, at 7p.m. In Room G-3 of the Chemical Engineering Building.

M~~a1

The American Society of
Engineers will hold Its first
mee tI ngof the semeste ronWednesd ay,Sept. 29, at7p.m. inRooml04
of the Mechanical Engtnering Building. Karen Wlrmett of Union
Electric will be the guest speaker, and wiU speak on " Mechaniral
Engineering in Union Electric." Refreshments will be served and
memberships wiU be taken.
W.T. SCHRENKCHEMICALSOClETY
There will be a short meeting of the W.T. Schrenk Society Wed.
nesday, Sept. 29, at 7 p.m. In Room 125 of the Chemistry Building, for
the purpose of electing new officers. Anyone interested In becoming
an officer. or simply learning more about the SOCiety, Is strongly
urged to attend.
A.S.C.E.
A.S.C. E. meeting Sept. 29, CE Room 114 at 7 p.m. The speaker will
be Mr. Mike Crockett of Texas Eastern Gas Pipeline Co. Refresh.
ments served.
WESLEY FOUNDATION
The Voices of Inspiration choir wiU sing at the Wesley Foundation
on Sept. 29 at 6 p.m. The meeting wiU be held In the FeUowship Hall of
the First United Methodist Church, 80.1 Main St. Everyone is welcome.

THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION

The Christian Science Organization will hold Its first meeting on
londay, Sept. 27, at6:3Op.m. in the Meramec Room of the University
enter·East. Ail UMR students and faculty are welcome to attend.
VARSITY WRESTLING

UMRHANG GLIDING CLUB
Ground school class. part 2, will be held on Tuesday, Sept, 28, at 7
.m. in the Civil Engineering Building In Room 117. Thts class wiU
Iso beheld on Thursday for those who can't make it on Tuesday.
RAM
RAM's first meeting of the semester will be Tuesday, Sept. 28, In M:s 216 at 7 p.m. If you own a microcomputer, would like to, or are just
ltel'E6led, then stop by.

lS
IE

obellaureate

"Some of his articles are
-eaIly intriguing," Schearer
.ays. "One of these was 'The
~dible Laser,' a laser made
If gelatin. Others are aimed
It bringing laser technology
vithin the reach of small
aboratories such as might
It! in a high school or a small
·ollege."
:.---- Two such articles were the
.asis for student research
lone at UMR under Dr.
;cOOarer' s direction. Using
able nfonnation from an article,
'A
Toy
Train
In~s,
erferometer, " a high school
unior, on campus for a
.peclal summer research
.rogram, built ' the inprecise
trument
for
ne8SUrement of the wave
ength of laser light using
.arts from a toy electric
rain.
Using another Schawlow
Irticle as the basis, two
JMR physics students, as an
II1dergraduate
research
lroject, made a laser from a
tatives leOn sign transformer.
ng for "They developed and
tclUally
improved
the
&28, Iesign,
and made a cheap
aser that is still in use for
n:structional purposes, " Dr.
ichearer adds.

mmer

e

L---"":

The
UMR
physics
'rofessor adds, "In just two
Iecades, 'laser,' originally
III acronym for 'light am.lifieation by stimulated
!lIUssion of radiation,' has
IeCorne a familiar household

•

word, and we are almost
taking for granted the many
technological
advances
based on Dr. Schawlow's
discoveries. These everyday
applicatiOns include such
things as the new cash
register systems, which use
lasers to read optical bars,
and communications, one of
the largest users of lasers,

Anyone interested in varsity wrestling should meet at the wrestling
room at 3 : 45 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 30. If you can't make it, call Scott
Chalmers, 364-9818.
KAPPA MU EPSIWN
Having problems in your math class? Kappa Mu Epsilon sponsors
Math Help Sessions for students in Math 2-22. Help Sessions are held
every week from 6:3(Hl p.m. Mondays and Thursdays In Math-CS
Room 209.
UMR WOMEN'S COUNCIL
The UMR. Women's Council is looking for people interested in
serving on their Financial, Public Relations or Programs committees. If you are interested, please sign up in living units or can
Nancy, 364-1373.

Sh;~,CI~~ed~~~d ::::~e;S~r!~~IY~~ul~f::~

because of the record
volume of applications, most
.
grant
receivers are still
waiting for their checks.
" We should be able to offer it
to them in two or three
weeks," said Mr. Whites.
" But students need that
money up front. I know It's

to thank them."
" I think the students
realize what's going on," he
continued. " If they have any
questions, they should feel
free to come and ask us.
They
may have to wait in
r
me after two. or three,
maybe more, students. But
we'll try to help."
- - - - - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.

CANOEING the
on NORTH FORK
Bring this Ad for Special Discount
-Group rates
-Transportation and
camping included
-Beautiful
exciting river
Coli or Write for
Color Brochure

100 mile.
south of

Rolla

TWIN
BRIDGES
CANOE RENTAL
North
IIv... 55
10. 230 W.. Molm.,
65175
__________
.J
~

L _________

Itt.

NtO

t

.!':!~7~7

r------------------l

I MARIS!~? REP

SKI BE BEACH TRIPS.
Earn cash and free vacations. You must
be dynamic and outgoing. Call
312-871-1070 or write:

t SUN BE SKI ADVENTURES

L_~2~~~~::~:c:g~ ~~:~__

YEAR END SPECIAL ON UNNEGA
from page 1
where optical fibers are used
instead of copper, making it
possible to carry many more
conversations
and
TV
programs. The possibilities for use of lasers are almost
limitless, and new applications are being found
every day in many fields ,
such as mediCine and industry, as well as in pure
scientific research. "

We also stock parts & accessories and repair all bikes_
Tandem Rentals by the hr./day/week.
Starting at $150.00
Completely assembled
p
and guaranteed.
Ow

ER~

Pedal Power
KHS

310 E. 6th Rolla 364·2<1!12
12-6 p.m. Sat. 10-6 p.m .

UNNEGA
BIANCHI

The Diehl Montgomel'Y
Student Finance Plan
(The Originator of the Student Finance Plan
in this Area)
This plan allows the students upon approved credits and job. to buy a new car with
nothing down and payments of $50 .00 per month until you are on the job_ This plan is
not new_ Diehl Montgomery has sold over 1000 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way. See us for the details. Also you can use your own insurance or ours.
This allows the graduating students to have a new car before he graduates when !'e
really needs it_
"This is a special discount program for students. We will be glad to quote you a price
on any Ford lincoln Mercury product ."

J
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Slide Rule is

Relic of the past
By MIKE STRODER

Helen Hudson will be perfonning
Friday, Sept. 24 in Centennial Hall.
Admission is free and everyone is

welcome for a night of unique songs by
this beautiful singer-songwriter.

SUB presents

Helen Hudson

By SUSANNE ORRELL

Blond, slender and fit,
singer/songwriter
Helen
Hudson will be performing
at UMR Friday, Sept. 24, at 8
p.m. in Centennial Hall.
Hudson is one of the most
popular female artists on the
college circuit. She' blends
seriousness, honesty, sensitivity
and
humorous
originals
tongue-in-cheek
into a pleasure packed
performance.
Accompanying herself on the
piano and acoustic' and
electric guitars, she presents
songs ranging from cabaret
to country with folk and
modem art songs in her
repertoire.
Helen Hudson is not a
newcomer
to
the
entertainment world. She has
worked with such big name
artists as the Amazing
Rhythm Aces, Don McLean,
Kenny Rankin , Livingston
Taylor, Doc Watson and
Jesse Winchester.
Hudson's songs are all new
and they are all hers. Her
first album, "Playing for
......~ f . ..... • ...... .,. . . .~

..

'-""""'- """-,,

Time,"
has
just
been
released
on
Starlight
Records in Nashville and
features her first chart
single, "Nothing But Time."
The praise from the critics
won't stop for Helen Hudson.
Variety magazine says "she
writes
like
vintage
Kristofferson." Lucille Ball

says, "Helen is one of Ute
most inspired entertainers 1
have ever had the pleasure
of working with. "
Come and see for yourself
on Friday, Sept. 24, at 8 p.m.
in Centennial Hall. This
show is brought to you for no
charge by the UMR Student
Union Board Social Committee.

Quality Cleaners
Expert cleaning
108 W. 7th Street

Reasonably Proced
Rolla , MO 65401

B&D
Bicycle Repair
207 W. 8th Rollo 364-8966

12-5 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

The year is 1984. Thanks to
Reaganomics, the U.S. is in
the depths of a second great
depression. Bread and soup
lines have been established.
Millions are unemployed.
The job market is so
depressed
that
even
engineers are sorely affected.
Promised bright
employment
prospects,
these bright-eyed and ambitious
youths
struggle
through college to find that
no job awaits them. These
displaced engineers form a
new group of itinerants the
Migrant
Engineers.
Engineers in droves are seen
sweeping the countryside,
cold and hungry, willing to
trade complex engineering
work for a single hot meal.
We pick up our story with the
adventures of Mike Stroder
and
his
former
UMR
sidekick Bob as they wander
in search of work.
" Big bucks," they said. "A
challenging career," they
said. Bob muttered to an
imaginary sympathetic ear.
" Wait 'til I get my hands on
those folks who convinced
me to be an engineer! "
"Oh, quit your complaining, Bob. We'll be in
Silicon Valley in another few
days. It's almost time to
harvest the chips. "
"Say, didn't Steinbeck
write about something like
this?"
"The Chips of Wrath, 1
believe it was called."
"Oh well, no matter.
Here's another nice row of
houses. Here, hold this and
give
them
your
most
pathetic look. "
" What's this?"
"Some relic of the past. 1
think it's called a slide rule."

....

------- - - - ---

hair by...

'0

Building."
"But what will I do?"
"Well, 1 hear that they II!
expanding to lOth Street In
the near future. "
" Oh, well, let's
principles are a IWICLI'lJIlllII
time, anyway. "
"Usually
a
one," Bob said as they begin
the long trek back to Rolla.

Gf0,L1D

1-1 ai f G
fi ~

Mon.-Sat.

evening hours

a luxury you can afford

We have expanded our working force
to meet your growing needs.

E very student
$2.00 off. Call tod a y!
walking distance from campus
364·7130
and

the Mac

E
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YOUR ISM IS WORTH
OFFICER'S COMMISSIO

d's
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IOnanl r,

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you 're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713 , Burbank, CA 91510.

- - - - - - - - - - - - • • - - - - - .. - - -
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One Day Service on
Most Repairs
Many parts in stock too!
"

" What do you do with it?"
" Use the edge to draw '
straight lines."
" Well, what good is that?"
"I
don't
know,
but
whenever I had one back at
UMR people would ask,
"You mean you know how to
USE that thing? ?? and stare
at me in awe. So I figure
maybe it'll impress these
folks, too ."
.
"Sounds good to me, " Bob
said as he rang the doorbell.
An older woman answered. "Who is it?"
While Bob played violin in
the background, Mike began
his speech. "We are a pair of
displaced engineers who
haven't eaten in days. Do
you have some task we could
perform for food - perhaps
burglar
a
sophisticated
alarm for your home? "
"No, thank you," she
replied nervously. " We have
no jobs. Good day."
"Wait!" Mike cried. "How
about a hydroelectriC dam in
your swimming pool. Small
nuclear reactor in your
backyard? "
"Any nasty functions you
would like integrated . or
differentiated?" Bob chimed
in.
"No! Harry!" she shouted
to her husband, who was fast

tid, and I

I. In cone
forms a
liCaJ Wo
Illie rock
GIl ' ''''

be One
!loal'd

Risau ~
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Onthejob•••••••

~
~

By BARB THOMAS
When you're looktng for a
job, remember, there are
other people to consider
beside
yourself.
Each
employer with whom you
interview has his or her own
reasons for wanting to hire
someone. Most businesses
hire someone who will earn
or save the company money
in some direct or tndirect
way.
Focusing on the employer'S objectives, needs
and problems before explaining all that you've done
and can do can give you an
extra edge when going over
your assets. With some idea
of what the employer needs,
you can emphasize the
abilities that relate more
directly to them.
The main purpose of an
tnterview is to show the
person hiring that you are
what he needs. Thinking of
the employer's needs, along
with your own, can tncrease
your chances of betng hired.
Co-op interview signups
started today, Sept. 23. The
companies tnterviewtng this
month are:
Union Electric Co., St.
Louis.Mo.

Who and what is

Iceberg &the Ma~~~!
By JANET JANSEN
The concert opens with a
Mon.-Sat. center stage view of a 7-foot
copper-pyramid
evening hours tall
engulfed tn golden light. As
eerie strains of music
emerge from the structure,
smoke seeps from the
pyramid and billows tnto
douds. The apex slowly
arises revealing Iceberg and
the Machine already tnside
andplaytng.

I

y it also
rnberofo
nities,

Who and what is Iceberg
and the Machine and what is
being played?
Michael
Iceberg is the first entertat.ner to make the
world's newest musical
instruments synthesizerssound appealing to alive
aUdience.
Previously
snythesizers and electronic
music was associated only
With bloops, bleeps and
dissonant noises. Through
complete concentration and
a perfect mastery of
keyboard skills, Iceberg
creates totally unique sound
entertainment.
A few we.~ks per year
Iceberg gives concerts on
tour. Otherwise he performs
cuntinuously at Walt Disney
World, and has stnce July 4,
1976. In concert he sings and
performs a wide variety of
mUSical works ranging from
COsmic rock to country.
The one man multikeyboard showman performs all selections live on

the
Iceberg
Pyramid
Machine. The machine is a
product of 13 years of
development, the last five of
which brought its most
dramatic evolution..~. It is a
conglomeration of synthesizers, computers and
technical
devices
ingeniously interconnected.
With it Iceberg plays the
flute, guitar, cello, French
hom and violin all at the

THE
IN DEPEN DENT
BODY SHOP
Collision Repair
Pointing
Auto-Gloss
We feature the

CHIEF.~
-

same time. The result: an
electronic orchestra.
Micheal Iceberg and the
Iceberg Machine will be
appearing for one show only
in
the
Multi-Purpose
Building, Sept. 28 at 8 p.m.
On the afternoon of the
concert, at 1 p.m., also in the
Multi-Purpose
Building

during which he explains tn
detail the various components of his Machine and
answers any questions about
it. All interested students
and faculty are welcome to
attend. Admission to both
concert and clinic is free,
brought to UMR by the
Student Union Board.

Tickle someone today with our FlO

'Tickler Bouquet
Now we can
help you
"cl<le Just
about
anybody

From

$10
locally

PHONE
364-3133
Hwy. 63 N .

Rollo. MO

2

a

Football Special

WEDNESDAY
T-Shirt Night

FRIDAY

9
TAVERN
Lab Day

[i~(!jO~[i[iUl~
Engineer the future
with Union Electric
Our country's energy future is taking shape in St.
louis at Union Electric-one of the nation's largest
investor-owned utilities. Graduating Engineers are
playing a big part in that future. With our nuclear
power plant in mid-Missour.i nearing completion,
many challenging positions exist. Positions are
also available in 'St. louis.
For Electrical, Mechanical and Nuclear Engineers
we can offer a genuine opportunity to affect our
energy future. We'll be on campus:

Wed. & Thurs., Sept. 29 & 30
Friday, October 1 (co-op)
Stop by the campus placement office for more information and to sign up for an interview. If you are
unable to meet with us, we invite you to send your
resume to:
Ms. Susan Bornholdt
Employment Representative

UNION ELECTRIC COMPAN.Y
P.O. Box 149
SI. louis, Missouri 63166
An Equal Opporlunlly Employer M/F

1107 Pine
Rolla

~1 ijelping you ~ay it right.

Tamko Asphalt Products
Inc., Joplin, Mo.
MiSSOuri Pacific Railroad
Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Monsanto Co., St. Louis,
Mo.
Johnson Controls, St.
Louis, Mo.
McDonnell Douglas Corp.,
St. Louis, Mo.
General Motors Central
Foundry, Danville, Ill.
Ingersoll Johnson Steel
Co., New Castle, Ind.
I! you missed signups this
month, don't forget there's
still next month.

MONDAY

(314) 554-2579

~'-Z---L-IN-E-RBodV ilnd fr·ame alignment system

24 Hour
Wrecker
Service

A.E. Stanley Manufacturing Co., Decatur, Ill.
IBM Corp., Research
Triangle Park, N. C.
TRW
Carbide
Tools
Division. Rogers, Ark.
Buick Motor Division,
GMC, Flint, Mich.
Peabody Coal Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
Boise Cascade Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
AC Spark Plug Division of
GM, Flint, Mich.
Arkansas Best Corp., Fort
Smith,Ark.

.
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~/a
WANTED : Negatives of girls whose first name begins with "8."
The name Becky is preferred. Will pay any reasonable price.
Room ,u
Becky,
You should have bought the negatives!

Dianne V.,

C!o$Sifieds are offered free of chorge 05 a
service and source of enterta inment to the
readers.
. -Th. MINER will not print the combination of
fi1-s1 and lost names.
-The MINER will print phone numbers on ly
In business·related ads .
The MISSOURI MINER reserves the right to edit
or to refuse publication of any classifleds that
Its stoff finds offensive of libelous.
Classifieds should be submitted by 9 p.m. the
Monday before the Issue in which it is to
appear .

For the
.S tudents
By HEIDI FLUEGEL

The purpose of Student
Council is to represent the
student body in its relations
with the faculty and administrative officers of the
school, and to coordinate and
regulate student activities.
It is also the objective of the
council
to protect the
customs and traditions of the
school and to foster and
promote such student activities as to intensify school
spirit and to bring honor to
the school.
Student Council tries to
achieve these goals by the
use of standing committees
presently there are seven
committees :
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS:
It is the responsibility of
this committee to carry out
an evaluation for all instructors on campus with
each course section being
included, once a year. The
committee
shall
be
responsible
for
all
procedures used on the form,
methods of distribution ,
collection,
printing
and
distribution
of
results.
Presently there are two
copies of last springs
evaluation on file in the
library .
APPOINTMENTS
AND
APPROPRIATIONS:
The objective of this
committee is to make
recommendations
for
Student
Council
appropriations .
These
appropriations are based on
the
organizations
past
requests, budget and actual
expenditures, number of
members , explanation of
how
the
qrganization
benefits the student body
and their plans for becoming
self sufficient. The committee's second purpose is to
prepare a list of students
recommended to serve on
the Academic Council a nd
Administrative Councils, for
a pproval from the Student
Council
president.
This
semester
appropriation
a pplications are due on Sept.

See
Students
page 9

You've really caught my interest,
But do you know who I am?
For hint I am not far
On four of seven days,
Close enough to touch a star
And wonder at her ways.
If thou cannot see me
Then close your eyes and seek,
I talk through words of silver
Bright, yet soft and sleek.

Your &-foot sperm is in the mail. It was a feisty little bugger. n
didn 't want to get in the specimen jar.
Roorn n
From: Boop De Button

To the Person on Floor HI House 6 Who Tossed His Cookies on !H6
After P laying Quarters in Room 117:
You have until ~24 to clean up your mess in the shower.
From,
The Death Commandos on Floor HI House 6
P .S. We know what you had for dinner.

"Safety" of Alpha Xi Omega,
Find anything unusual in your room yet? Three strikes and yoo'"
OUT. But I've yet to swing the second time.
ThePhanlGul
of Paranoia
Paula ,
You brighten up my Algebra class.
P.S. I love looking at your quadratic formulas.

COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY
IT'S ONLY
AS GOODAS THE
STATE OF THE ARTIST.

F'u!nf*m
24.

pick
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A t Standard Oil
training and the
Company of California,
support needed to
we view our data
advance quickly to
processing people as
increasingly respon·
sibl e assignments. Our
innovators, dedicated
to the art of technological application.
horizons are expanding so quickly that, today,
talented people can reach high technical or
We know that maintaining state·of.the·art
technology depends on self. motivated
management levels faster than ever before.
That is the state of the computer profesindividuals striving for excellence, not merely
funaioning as trained technicians. They come
sional at Standard Oil Company of California.
from many fields of expertise, including
Computer Services operates in four loca·
engineering, science, business administration
tions in the San Francisco Bay Area: San Francisco
and computer science. Each contributes a
(Corporate Headquarters ), Richmond (East
special inSight or talent for organization ,
Bay), Concord (near Mt. Diablo), and in the
communicat ion and problem solving that
San Ramon Valley, our newest facility (still
improves and
under construaion)
maintains our intricate
offering attraaive and
information network.
convenient housing
nearby.
When you step
We think that our
on board with our
computer tech nology
Computer Services
offers a stimulatDepartment, you will
ing and rewarding
immediately be
envi ronment , and
assigned to a projea
Please contaa your Placement Office
we invit e you to
that matches your
to schedul e an interview.
consider joining
experience and skills
o ur progress ive
level. You'll receive
Chevron
staff.
continuo us on-the-job
Standard Oil Company

WE'LL BE
ON YOUR CAMPUS
OCTOBER 11-12.

===

of California
Computer Service. Department
We are an equal opponuniry,
affi rmat ive aaion employer
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More and More Classifieds

Paolo Rossi.
Happy birthday.

Happy birthday. Jerry!
T.V.

Aggressive, ambitious young man will do ANYTHING for money.
No job too small. no Job too big. Call Chris H. at 364-9853.
Dear "Respectable UMR Coeds,"
What " Equality of Campus"?! When I see females as a respectable
part of my upper level EE classes (maybe 3S-4O percent although just
25 percent would be a massive improvement) then we can start
talking about equality. I see no need for "demands" made on the St.
Pat's Board by a non~stent equality.
However, any recognized organization should have little trouble
sponsoring their own "wet shorts" contest. After all, the same rules

do apply.
From a UMR male disgusted with inequality

Anyone interested in varsity wrestling should meet at the wrestling
room at 3:45 p.m. Thursday. Sept. 30. If you can't make it, call Scott
Chalmers, 364-9818.
As the three Angels diligently worked last Sunday night
A vision of Homecoming weekend came into sight.
The Middle Angel bragged of her Saturday night date
While the other two glared at her with disgust and hate.
Then with her nose in the air, the MIddle Angel did proclaim:
"I think that two dates rather than one will be my aim. "
The other two gasped in horror at the selfishness of the third.
How could she think of getting seconds when they hadn't even been
served!
So Middle Angel if your many men you won' t share
You 'll find yourself in the hall with Waldorf the ooa'r!

•••••••••

To the guy who wore the "Sex Wanted" sweatshirt:
I saw you at the football game Saturday. Are you kidding!?

To the Little Sisters of AEPi
Thanks a lot for
the party last Friday night. We all had
loads of fun and hope you did too.
From the Brothers and Pledge Class of AEPi

throwing

To the Male KD Pledge:
QUIZ:
I. What time do the lights at the CE Building go out?
2. What is Jacketed?
3. How do you earn your Pearls?
It's Mary Ann's REAL birthday! Happy birthday to you ....
We all love you,
B.S.U.

Students
from page 8

24. Applications can be
picked up and turned in to
the Student Council office,
202 University Center-West.
BLOOD DRIVE:
The duty of this committee
is to provide the space,
refreshments and assistance
to the area Red Cross for the
four Blood Drives held on
campus. The past Blood
Drive collected 506 pints of
blood. UMR has won the
area Blood Drive traveling
trophy, for the most blood
given, for the past three
years.
FREE UNIVERSITY:
The purpose of this
committee is to organize
lectures of interest to the
student body. This com·
mittee also plans the review
sessions at the end of each
semester. This semester the
committee will be spon·
soring an open forum concerning the student fee in·
creases. Speakers from each
organization will present
their reason for an increase
in their budgets. This forum
is open to all studen~
RECRUmNG

AND

HOSPITALITY:
The objective of. this
Committee is to publish an
annual special edition of the
MINER for mailing to the
incoming freshmen. It is also
the duty of this committee to
cooperate
with
the
registrar's and · admissions
offices in areas to promote
recruiting on campus.
REFERENDUM:

This Desk Can Reach Mach 2.
making authority.
Some desk jobs are
In the air, and on the
more exciting than
ground,
you have
others.
management
responsiAs a Navy pilot
bility
from
the
beginor flight officer, your
ning. And your
desk can be a sophisresponsibility grows
ticated combination
as you gain experience.
of supersonic jet aircraft and advanced electronic equipment. No company can give you this kind of
leadership responsibility this fast. And
But you can handle it. Because Navy
flight training gives you the navigation, nothing beats the sheer excitement of
Navy flying.
aerodynamics and other technical
The salary is exciting, too. Right
know-how you need.
away,
you'll earn about $18,000 a year.
In return , Navy aviation demands
That's
better than the average corporasomething of you as an officer:
tion
will
pay you just outof college:
Leadership.
Your path to leadership starts with And with regular Navy promotions and
other pay increases , your annual
officer training that's among the most
demanding in the military. It's intensive 'salary will soar to $30,400 after four
years . That's on top of a full package
leadership and professional schooling
of benefits and privileges.
combined with rigorous Navy flight
Before you settle down to an earthtraining . And it's all geared to prepare
bound desk job, reach
you and other college
;':'v7o;;o-;';:C;;';;- - - - -,,704l for the sky. Reach for
graduates for the
I NFORMATION CE NTE R
I the coupon. Find out
P.O . Box 5000. C lifto n . NJ 07015
unique challenge of
::::
Please
se
nd
m
e
m
o
re
information
a
bout
becomI what it takes to be
Navy aviation. The
ing a me mbe r of the Naval Aviation Tea m . (0A I I
part of .the Naval
program is tough but
:-.'ame-.-:-:----=cc::-=:-;--.....-:,-;--Aviation 'feam. You
Pl.'a .....
I
rewarding.
Addr€-ss _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Apt
could
have a desk
One important
City _ _ _ _ _ St8te _ _ _ Zi p _ _ _ I
that
flies
at twice the
reward for Navy
I Age _ _ +College/ Univen;ity
speed
of
sound.
I
officers is decision:j: Ye ar in College
t GPA _ _ _ __
I . . ~l aJor/:-.I;nor----------- I

r

The duty of this committee
is to conduct student opinion
. polls
and
referendums .
Approximately 15- to 24percent of the student body
Plr:.1
I
Print!
LIl:.t
participate in these polls.
STUDENT SERVICES:
The responsibility of this
committee is to investigate
and/or
act
on
any
reasonable
complaint
brought before it that may
Phone :'\1umber·.,-..."-..,------o~=:-:-,-,..,,,....-I An'lI ('"d('1
13<",>1 Tinw 10 Call
improve the conditions of the
1'1"11" I'" 'IIr j!('n.-ral r<><:rultm .. nt mfornu.lIon You do not have to
lurrll.,h
of Ih(' tnfurmallon >qu(',>u'<i or courst'. tht' morl' ~('
university. Presently there
kn"", d1l' mon° \\(, ('an help LO detl'rmlne th., kinds of ~a\ .\ po:. Iis a complaint box located in
:.:"::\'o~ u::
the lobby of the University
Center-West.
Student Council tries to
accommodate the needs of
the student body by the
services offered by its
committees. If you have any
suggestions for a column or
Student Council, please
leave your suggestion in the
complaint box, drop it off at
contact
yourCouncil
representative
the Student
office, or. . ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
1:1' _ _ __

I
I
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Navy Officers
Get Responsibility Fast.

J

OJ
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,Lau-t.a
Th
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The~ ~e;ro~~ ~hi Kappa

announce
Laura Pagano as their 1982
Homecoming Queen candidate. Laura is a native of

Rolla, Mo. , and is very active In Chi Omega and Phi
Kappa Theta Little Sisters
She is currently working ~
advertisIng director for the
Miner, and is also busy
working on the IFC and
playing intramural sports.
In past years Laura has also
been on Student Union
Board, Student Council and
assistant
advertising
director for the Miner. Her
hobbies
include sports
playing piano, woodworking
and needlework. We feel that
L
aura 's beauty and spirit
will make her the perfect
MIner
. Queen.

~
~6~;r~ JUaMYn

f!leaco c lc
The men of Pi Kappa Phi
vish to present Miss Lmda
'eacock as our chOice for

crt at"'~ .At c crt ain

tilers 01 Kappa
We the brO
catily McSigma selected voluptuoUs
.
as our
canCain
Queen
Homecoming sultrY , bluedidate. T~S was selected on
eyed, bl~n ~I her line upthe baSIS
al"tles
and
q~~ice as a
standing
exemplarY She IS currently
starduster.
'"'or 01 zeta
.
mem""
hi
an actIVe
rority, tile P
TaU Alpha sO htnan Honor
Eta Sigma FreS Alpha Phi
SOciety ~dd : To flU in
omega p e
ents here In
thOSe odd mo~ majoring t.n
Rolla, cathY. neering Thls
. aI engl
electriC
City
'
native 01 ponca
is OK by us.

present Miss PHa[tto,nYlec:on\ln,g~
as our 1982
Queen
candidate.
radiant daugllter 01 Mr . .
Mrs. Edward SlatterY IS a
senior studying engl~~:r
management here a . . .
Patty has been verY actIVem
the Little Sisters of the White
ears and IS
Star lor two y
T h
currently a member 01 ec
.lne Club while working
Eng ET-10 Lab instructor
as an
·t
She
lor the univers l y.
served on the yearboOk staff
lor tilree years and has
graced Miner sidelines bo~
ball girl lor tile foatb
as a
as
a
team
and
tile
SharnRockette
lor
I I
basketball team. We ee
that her outgoing personality
and
involvemer.

The sisters of Kappa Delta
sorority are eager to present
Lisa Marie Mateker as their
1982 Homecoming Queen
candidate. Along with higll
scholarship, Lisa's loyalty
and devotion to Kappa Delta
and various campus-wide
activities prove that she
would
be
a
great
Homecoming Queen and that
she is truly worthy of the

The brotilers 01 Theta Xi
atemity are proud to
'esent Debra Ann Mason as
.II" 1982 Homecoming Quee~
didate.
Debbie
in
computer
an .
laJorlng
UMR She is
cience here at
1' · 01
Blue flS
urrently a d a Phi Eta
lheta XI an
Debbie's
"gm a member.
) 1 ut and charm make her
)ell e1ceuent choice lor tillS
an
. gQueen
year 's Homecomm
.

***************~~~~~~~~~+

I

Homecoming
Queen. Linda is a junior
geological
engineering
major who enjoys painting
and running. She is very
active socially on campus.
Her beauty and charm make
her an excellent candidate
for Homecoming Queen.

I was chosen oecause the
members of ABS thougllt
tha t I would have the best
chance of succeeding. This
decision was based on an
introduction that I gave at an
ABS meeting. My activities
include : ABS, choir, Inroads
and
Tuskegee
Aramin
Scholarship. My hobbies are
dancing, singing, skating,
ng, swimming, tennis

**,*"
*
JI

GDI's
choice
for
Homecoming Queen is Miss
Elizabeth
Dechant. __ "~,. '"__'"
Elizabeth, who is
Raytown,
Mo.,
is
sophomore majoring
electrical engineering. She
has been an active member
of the GDI's governors board '
for the last year and is
currently serving as our
secretary. Some of her interests include water sports,
snow skiing, bicycling and
camping.
We
believe
Elizabeth would make
contribution

Club is proud to have Darline
as its Homecoming Queen
candidate.

chemical engmeering. Her
reason for attending UMR
is: she liked the atmosphere
of the university and the
people who attend it. Some of
Darline is a freshman here Darline's favorite hobbies
at UMR and is majorin~ in are: softball, soccer, run-

We the sorors of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority, Xi
; ~ Delta
chapter,
proudly
12- present Ms. Jada Dianne
~ Jenkins as our
candidate. J ada is the
d ter of Mr. 'and Mrs.
[ j E. Jenkins, of St.
l Mo.
She is a junior
}ring in mechanical
neering. Jada has been
'e in various campus
nizations such as SWF..
NSBES, ABS, ASME,

men of Triangle
fraternity are honored to
present Miss Joan Marie
as
our
Maruska
HomeCOming Queen candidate for 1982. Joan is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Maruska, of St.
Louis, Mo. She is a junior in
chemical engineering and a
member of Zeta Tau Alpha,
the Intramural Managers
Association and the UNm
women's bowling team.
Joan 's other activities in-'
elude sewing, camping, racquetball and most out~~~~§ml door sports. We feel that
Joan's unique charm and
,
easygoing personality will
enchant everyone who meets
her, and bring a new
dimension to the honor of
Homecoming Queen.
~

th~

. SUB special events committee and, of course, Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority. In
addi tion to her
extracurricular
Jada has been on the
roll three of her
semesters here at UMR.
feel that Jada's social
academic success at
makes her an
choice
for
Homecoming Queen.

The men of Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity proudly
present our Homecoming
Queen
candidate,
Ms.
Georgie Lawrence. Georgie
hails from Waynesville, Mo.
She is a transfer student
from Galveston College in
Galveston, Texas, and is
currenUy
majoring
manageJT>~"'
_engi'leering
at UMR. Her hobbies include skiing, poetry, tennis,
swimming and traveling.
Rarely does one encounter a
young
lady
possessing
exquisite beauty, vibrant
charisma and keen intellect.

of Chi Omega
present
Cindy
as
our
1982
Homecoming Queen candidate. Cindy is a junior in
electrical engineering and
her hometown is St. Louis.
Cindy holds the office of
pledge trainer for Chi
Omega, is business manager
of the Miner and has participated in SUB and on the
Campus Wide COmmIttees.
We feel Cindy would make
an excellent Homecoming
Queen. She has a warm
personality and actively
participates
m
any
organization of which she IS

'~ii~~;~I;;;!~Da
Vinci
Beethoven

sculpted,
composed,
Emerson wrote, all the while
envisioning a lady with
qualities Georgie Lawrence

'
Thomas Jefferson Hall
AssoCiation is proud to
present as our Homecoming
Queen candidate Miss Nancy
Wussler, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Omar Wussler, of
Warson Woods, Mo. She is a
freshman, majoring in E .E.,
here at UMR. She was
selected
valedictorian,
ranking first in her class at
Brentwood Hi~ Sc'!.oot

The members of Christian
Campus House proudly
present their HomecOming
Queen candidate, Miss Erin
Kay Scites. Erin is a
sophomore
chemical
engineering major, active as
CCH historian and involved
in TJHA committees. Her
charming
personality,
scholastic ability, Christian
love and concern for other
~ple make her the perfect
candidate
for
Homecoming Queen.

representing us as
Homecoming Queen
didate. Miss Sanborn
majoring
freshman
business administration.
is the daughter of Mr. andIiBn~w,er
Mrs. Kent Sanborn. of Hnl "''''''n'''"'''''rl

Union
Board
of SoCial Commerican SoCiety of
F.filai""""rir", Managers and
of Industrial
She
enjoys
canoeing and 'loves
run, lift weights and swim.

UMR

We the members of TechEngine Club are proud to
present Miss Leslie Sutton as
our HomeCOming Queen
candidate. Leslie is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Duane Sutton, of Houston,
Mo. She is a freshman
majoring
in
computer
SCience. Her hobbies and
interests
include
cheerleading,
music,
basketball, track, swimming, tennis, jogging and
meeting new and interesting
people. Leslie's natural good
looks and bubbling personality make her an ideal
choice for the honor of
Homecoming Queen.
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122 W. 8th Street Rolla

-'
500

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

Shades of
BLUE

Marshall Rice

Pig Roast?
GAINESVILLE,
FL.
(CPS) - A University of
Florida student who literally
fried his pet guinea pig has
begun serving an unusually
tough jail sentence for
cruelty to animals.
UF math major George
Schiro is serving 60 days and
paying a $198 fine for
abusing his pet Albert, who
has since been taken away
, from him by the court.
Police arrested Schiro
earlier this summer after
one of Schiro's dorm neighbors reported hearing the
guinea pig screaming. The
neighbor, Ruth Rose, says
she's heard the butterscotchcolored rodent scream in
pain before, and had seen

SChiro throw Albert against
a wall once.
Besides putting Albert in a
hot
pan
because
the
creature,
according
to
Schiro's testimony, refused
to play with him, Schiro
forced the animal to take
showers with him.
" When he was brought in
( to the Alachua County
Humane Society ) he just
shivered and shook, like he
was wondering, 'What's
going to happen to me
next?"
recalls
Margo
Duncan, Humane Society
investigator.
The animal 's feet were
" scabby and bloody," she
adds.
Albert
was
underweight and suffered from

abdominal
swelling,
probably the result of the
showers, she says.
Albert
himself,
now
adopted
by
another
Gainesville
family,
is
" happy and doing just fine,"
Duncan reports. " All his
hair has grown back, and he
comes when his name is
called. He's corning out of it
all very nicely."
The Florida case was the
second recent instance of
students
disciplined
for
abusing animals. A Penn
fraternity
was
State
threatened with abolition
last month for holding annual
salamander-eating
contests among its members.

ROME PIZZA
1806 N. Bishop Rolla
Open 7 days 11:00 a.m.-2:00a.m .

Delicious Cashew Or Sweet & Sour Chicken
Lunch $2.60 Dinner $3.95
Fast Carry Out Service Free Delivery 364-0977

~

Alex Pizza Palace

Jeff
Hunn I nghake
Sunset
Jazz

- 9 p.m. Mike Grimm hosts
this weeks Artist Feature
Steely Dan. Later Monday
night join Shawn for the
Twelve Dreams of Dr.
Sardonicus on the Rice
Knsple Special at 11.00 p. m .
Well that's about all I have
for now. Stay tuned to
groundwaves next issue
when someone with greater
writing expertise can clarify
what I've just written . So see
you on the radio (ha, ha, just
kidding ).

day in 1903. A group of
students
engineering
lamenting the fact that it
was such a long time between Christmas and Easter
holidays, decided that since
had
Patrick
St.
"engineered" the banishment of snakes from Ireland,
he must have been an
engineer. Therefore, it was
engineerin g
that
fitting
students should celebrate his
memory by taking a holiday
from classes on March 17,
1903.

--

Groundwaves
Stereo). Take a look at this
semester's
program
schedule and pick out your
favorite D.J .s. One thing you
should know about our
programming, we don 't try
to please all of the people all
of the time, just all of the
people some of the time.
Special programming this
week includes : tonight at
6:00 p.m. the New Wave
Show brought to you by
Captain Krotch who will be
featuring side one of Tuff
Parts at 7:00 p.m. On
Monday September 'l:l from 6

Did you know that the St.
Pat's celebration at Rolla
actually originated on the
MissouriUniversity
of
Columbia
campus?
Historical accounts differ,
but most agree that it all
started on a warm spring

JAZZ

~~~~~,. ~.

Well here it is, the first
the
of
groundwaves
semester. What is groundwaves you ask? Well, if
you're an E.E .... ... , but some
of us aren't, so we'll use the
..
proper defuutlon. Groundwaves is your student radio
stations ' method of communication through the print
medium. Why do we use the
print medium for communication instead of our
own airwaves? Because
some people still haven't
discovered where we are on
the F .M. dial (hint 89.7 F.M.

weekend.
Campus sales of 1983 St.
Pat's Green were scheduled
to start Sept. 20 but, due to
some shipping problems,
will start instead Monday,
Sept.'l:7.

»

S.
Marsha i l
Rice
.IellowMarsh

By MIKE SIMMS

NIck

.\Ildnll;::hl
Ro.mb I to'

Pepmi I I£>1"

Ray

· ,ats 1J1acts

I'd like to thank everyone
who came out to Lions Club
Park last Friday and helped
Kelsch
make SEPTEMBERFEST
J.
'82 a rousing success.
Ra k ps t r n v.
The annual st. Pat's
Board-IFC football game is
Rich
scheduled for Friday, Oct. 1,
u6(>bol t
The Solid
at 3:30 p.m. on the FraterROCK
nity Row Intramural Field.
There will be refreshments
Uob
Wes t fall
:. available for all fans. This
will be a great way to kick
Eng 1 ncpr 1n g ",
Homecoming
the
off

Jf:'ff

1 am

S(.·un
Rock
Artist

SUNDAY

SATURDAY

FRIDA "

~ i ke

Grimm
Early
Risers

Warty
Mondello
Ladles
Ch oice

10:00PM
El ton
Underwood
Leong
"F i ssion"
Shawn

9.00PM -

Stallion

10 Sher n '

Paul
12: 00 noon

WEDNESDAY
Bob

Je r r)'

Kalh)'
6 00 AM - 9:00 AM

9 OO AM -

Th urs d ay. Seet. 23 .1 982
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-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878

...

... ...

~
~

~

~
~

...

~

EARN OVER $900 A MONTH
DURING YOUR
LAST TWO YEARS OF COLLEGE
AND OPEN THE DOOR
TO A TOP ENGINEERING FUTURE

~

I

I,
I

I

How many corporations would be willing to pay
you over $900 a month during your junior and
senior years just so you'd join the company after
graduation? Under a special Navy program,
we're doing just that. It's called the Nuclear
Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program.
And under it, you'll not only get great pay during
your junior and senior years, but after graduation
you'll receive a year of valuable graduate-level
training that is not available from any other
employer.
If you are a junior and senior majoring in' math,
engineering or physical sciences, find out more
today. And let your career payoff while still in
college.
For more information,
Programs Office at

call

the

Navy

(314) 263·5000
Collect calls accepted.

Nuclear

:
I
t
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The M-Club would like to congratulate the Miner soccer team for
being ranked NO.6 in this week 's ISAA national rating for Division II
schools. The lSAA ranks the top 10 soccer teams in the United States.
RoUa made the jump to No.6 after this week's performance of two
wins. The team had been previously unranked. The M-Club wishes the
soccer team continued success.
"Redheads are hot! "
I. Fact - 'Everybody secretly desires to be a redhead.
2. Fact - Everybody remembers redheads (for whatever reasons) .
3. Fact - Redheads have more character, more energy, more
brains and more talent than anybody else. As far as looks go - well,
just HAVING red hair makes you beautiful.
"Safety" John,
Member Redheads International
On Friday, Sept. 17, at about 11 a.m. in the library, an amethyst ring
was lost. If you found the ring or have any information, please call 3641005. A reward is offered.

FOR SALE: Blaupunht AM-FM car stereo F-series, complete installation materials. $150. Call Preston, 364-6294.
LOST: Two keys on blue key ring with the letters PPG on it. If found
please return to Campus Police. Thank you.
WANTED: FeUow ATARI 800 (400 also) users to swap programs
and ideas. If the response is large enough, a club may be formed.
Contact Jordan Moserman in 217 KeUy Hall, 364-9932.
WANTED: Four tickets for ~Go's concert Oct. 71n St. Louis. No
reasonable request refused. Call 364-9783, ask for Jeff.
FOR SALE: Toshiba PC-G2 cassette deck with dolby NR, LED desk
meters, slide recording level controls, metal tape landing capability
and lots more.
Also, a pair of Sound Research (12OOG) speakers, 12-inch woofer, :;.
inch midrange and 2'h-inch dome twitter. Power landing capacity 75
watts rated, separate midrange and treble adjustment knobs, 125
watts peak, automatic " circuit" speaker protection. Must audition to
appreciate. Prices are negotiable. Call 364-1374 weekday evenings or
anytime weekends.
FOR SALE: Tl-58C programmable calculator with accessories. $70.
Call Pat at 364-0018.
Is math getting you down? Let the members of Kappa Mu Epsilon
help you! KME provides help sessions for students in Math 2-Math 22.
Sessions are Monday and Thursday from 6:30-8 p.m. in MathComputer Science Building Room 209. See ya there!
A.J. Michael,
You may look young, but you're stiU the handsome devil I feU in love
with over a year ago. That upper lip really turns me on!
SNO
Attention Potential Boxers:
Have you ever wondered what it would be like to fight in a
professional boxing ring? Well, here's your chance! Lambda Chi
Alpha is once again sponsoring its AmatelU' oOxing Tournament. If
you would like to try your hand at boxing, come to a practice on
Tuesday or Thursday from 7-9 p.m. in the wrestling room of the MultiPurpose Building, or contact any member of Lambda Chi Alpha (3649901).
Tired of hoeing down? Then g"t on over to Beta Sig Friday night.
Certain types of danceable music
be played, but don't worry, you
don't have to listen. (Sanctioned by the NAA WME.)

LOST : I brown Kodak camera with film in it and name on it.
Reward. Call Lou at 364-8480 or Mike at 364-8672.

FOR SALE : 1975 Honda CB360-T motorcycle, bought new in 1977;
pipes rusting, otherwise immaculate; 8,000 miles ; ready to run . Call
Barney at 364-4289.

To the person who took the tools out of the blue pickup :
I think I know who you are. If you want to right your wrong, return
the tools and box intact to me or the University Police. I will ask no
questions. I live in Room 112, Altman Hall.
To anyone else I will offer a $20 reward for information leading to
the return of the tools and the identity of the thief. To relay information , call Larry at 364-6192 and I will keep your name confidential .
It would be more healthy for the thief to return the tools.

Dear Neups,
We realize you lead a tough life. However, the simple addition of a
G-spot wili not hurt your performance too much. We mean, my God,
you have to spend 30 minutes anyway! We think with your natural
ability and charm, you can handle anything! ??
Signed,
The Committee to Save G-Spots

To all my friends,
!. w~t to th~k everyo~e for the c~ds, flowers, gifts, visits and get
weU Wishes while I was m the hoSPital. It makes it easier when you
know you have friends who care.
Thank you,
Joyce Weinhold

FOR SALE: '76 Pontiac Ventura Landau, 70xxx, AM-FM stereo,
new lires, gets good mileage, very sharp! Call Joe, 364-5490.

E-Systems continues
the tradition of
the world's great problem solvers.
Even given the benefit of
historical perspective . it is difficult to fully comprehend the
enormous contributions to man 's
knowledge made by Sir Isaac
Newton . His Phi/osoplae Natura/is Principia Mathematica is
termed by many authorities to be
one of the most important single
works in the history of modern
science . His studies of light are
the foundation of physical optics
and his laws of motion provided
a quantitative description of all
prinCipal phenomena in our solar
system .
Today, scientists and engi neers at E-Systems employ
Newtonian principles to develop
products and systems for satellite communications , explori ng

Sir Isaac Newton
1642-1727

will

LOST: At SEPTEMBERFEST - a set of keys on a key chain, can
describe. Contact Rich at 364-4898 or leave your name and phone
number in next week's Miner. Appreciate it very much.
FOUND : Key ring with two keys found Friday by University
Center. Identify at candy counter.

9
n
91

'8

n

f!lJ0A£1/ PHte
The Missouri Miner will print free of charge any
party announcement for campus organizations
which are submitted before 9:00 p.m. Monday at
the Miner box In the Rolla Building. An·
nouncements shoud be submitted a week before.
Hand In announcement In paragraph form with
complete sentences (Read: no flyers). We cannot
prtnt prices for alcoholic beverages.
BIG BASH
'The Pledge Class of Alpha Epsilon Pi is excited to announce the
coming of AEPi's Fifth Annual BIG BASH on Saturday, Oct. 16. Mass
quantities of RoUa's favorite refreshment will be served. Make plans
to attend!
GDI
On Thursday, sept. 23, at 7 p.m. in Chern G-3, GDI will have a
general membership meeting. It's your last chance to Sign up for the
noat trip. Door prizes shall be given, refreshments shall be served
and all are welcome! ! !
MICHELOB LIGHT PARTY
Beta Sigma Psi wants you to relax Friday night, Sept. 24. because
after you work hard all week we know that you will settle for nothing
short of the best. Starting at 8 p.m. and going until I a .m., we invite
you to party with us and put away your week this weekend.

space and the development of solar energy, systems which are the
first-of-a-kind .
E-Systems engineers are
recognized worldwide for th eir
ability to solve problems in the
areas of antennas , communications, data acquisition , processing,
storage and retrieval syste ms and
other systems applications for inte lligence and re connaissance.
For a reprint of the Newton
illustration and information on ca·
reer opportunities with E-Systems
in Texas , Florida , Indiana , Utah

I' :'7-t'.C_t: 1

and Virginia , write : Dr. Lloyd K.
Lauderdale , Vice President
Research and Engineering ,
E-Systems, Inc., Corporate
Headqu arters, P O. Box 226030 ,
Dall as , Texas 75266 .

E-SYSTEMS
The problem solvers.

r .
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Gridders triumph 21 - 9
By JOHN GALT

It's not often that a football
team can come away a
winner from a game where
they manage only half as
many offensive yards as
their opponent, but that's
what the Miners did last
Saturday here at Jackling
Field. The Miners handily
treated the Gorillas of Pittsburgh State (Kan.) to a 21 -9
defeat, and again the
defense,
led
by
Todd
" Boom" Fizer, weighed
heavily in the decision.
The first half of the game
was fairly uneventful with
both teams unable to get
their offenses on track .
Pittsburgh had difficulty
maintaining drives due to
penalties and turnovers.
Miner safety Craig Thomas,
had a drive stopping interception, and the Miner D
stopped Pittsburgh drives
on two other occasions by
jarring fumbles loose and
recovering them. The Miner
offense had difficulty with
timing and keeping quarterback Dennis Pirkle off his

head. Pirkle was sacked six
times for minus 49 yards on
the day. The only scoring In
the first half occurred when
Miner punter Bruce Baughman miss handled a high
snap
from
center
Ed
Stuckey. Baughman chased
the ball into the end zone and
downed it to give the Gorillas
a two point safety .
The Miner offense finally
caught fire in the second half
with running backs Randy
Shed and Mike Schafer
providing the sparks and an
offensive line led by Dan
Obriki and Kevin Griesemer
providing
the
kindling.
Midway through the third
quarter, the Miner defense
recovered a Gorilla fumble
which set up an SI -yard
Miner scoring drive - the
longest of the season. Tom
Kroner carried the ball over
from the I -yard line behind
the blocking of offensive
linemen Griesemer and
Obriki
and
defensive
linemen Bob Pressley and
Cleo Downs. Coach Charlie
Finley likes to send in the big
D-linemen on short yardage

situations for extra " blow
'em off the line of scrimmage" potential.
Defensive
back
Steve
Davis made his presence felt
when he added a second TO
to the Miner tally by
returning an intercepted
pass 23 yards for a touchdown. DaviS went on to tie
the school record for interceptions in a game by
nabbing two more passes,
one of which set up the third
Miner touchdown. With the
ball on the 31 -yard line the
handoff was to Randy Shed
who crashed through the line
into the defensive secondary
and then rocketed into the
end zone for the touchdown
- an outstanding effort.
The Miner defense allowed
the number two ranked
NAIA Gorillas 389 total
yards, but only one touchdown while maintaining the
bend but don't break concept
of defense. The hard hitting
of Fizer, Doug Keithly,
Pressley, Downs and Paul
Demzik kept the Gorillas at
bay until the secondary
could come up with an in-

terception or until the
pounding
eventually
knocked the ball loose. The
Miner D caused six turnovers in all and certainly
was the key to the Miner
viCtory.

This Saturday the Miners
travel to Evansville, Ind., to
meet the Purple Aces of the
University of Evansville.
The .Aces are an NCAA
Division I AA team with a
hard drive offense. Last year

the Miners thumped the
Aces 13-3 here In IWUa and
as there were no Injuries to
the squad last Saturday, the
Miners will be in good shape
to deal. Good luck Miners play hard!

Men's Soccer

Wins 2 games•••
By PAUL THOMAS

Thursday, September 16,
found the UMR men's soccer
team ranked sixth In the
nation in Division II. The
Miners traveled to St. Louis
this past weekend to face
tenth-ranked Wright State
from Ohio and North Kentucky University at the
UMSL Doubleheader. The
Miners faced Wright State
on Friday night and posted a
2-0 victory. This is a short
summary of the match.
The first half was played
at a fast pace with the
Miners getting the better
chances. Late in the half,
Steve McVey took the ball
down left wing, cut it back
and crossed it low and hard.
Mike Shillito came flying
through to get a right foot on
the ball and put the Miners in
the lead.
The second half was

played at the same fast pace
but was marked by a definite
terri torial advantage for the
Miners. In the 65th minute,
Mike Shillito took the ball
dangerously near the Wright
State goal and was taken
down from behind. The
Miners were then rewarded
a direct free kick about 20
yards out. Shillito ran over
the ball, causing some
confusion in the defense, as
Tim Kinney hit the ball into
the top of the net to finish out
the scoring.
The shots on goal were
pretty even at 29-26 with the
edge to the Miners. Good
performances were put in by
the entire defense and the
bench, which is strong this
year. UMSL beat N. Kentucky U. H) Friday.
Saturday 's game against
NKU was played wen up
from the back by IWlla but
the Miners could not seem to

- -_ .....
----Chub & Jo's Restaurant
.-

..-.

I

Family Restaurant

I

70" Pine Rollo, MO
Coli 36"-62"7

see Kickers
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•••as women split
By NANCY REITER
The women's soccer team
has started off its season
with an even one win-one
loss record in play this week.
Their
first-ever
varsity
game was last Tuesday
against SIU-Edwardsville.
The SIU team capitalized
quickly on their home-field
advantage and scored off a
long pass just under 4
minutes into the game. Two
other first-half goals placed
the Miners at 3-0 disadvantage going into the
second half.
The Miner defense, led, in
part, by Chris Waeckerle,
played a tough second half to
make the 3-0 score final .
Coach Paul McNally was
pleased with the team, which
"showed a lot of poise

i -;;;I'

r

-SST Banquet Hall
Serving from 5:30 a.m. to 15 min. till 8:00
Open 6 Days, Closed Sunday
PLATE LUNCHES-NOON & EVE .
-STEAKS -SEAFOODS
-CHOPS -SHORT ORDERS
"Homemade pies"
Corry Out Ord_..
Kenneth & Ruby Thorpe

cash in on their chances to
score. Christ Hayes and
Matt Budd had golden opportunities to find the nets
but could not. The half,
dominated by the Miners'
ball skills and NKU's fouls,
ended in a scoreless tie.
The second half brought
more of the same until the
78th minute when again
Mike Shillito scored for the
Miners. The ball was placed
about 25 yards from the goal
after an obstruction call.
This results in an indirect
free kick, which means two
players must touch the ball
before it can go into the net.
Well, this is exactly what
happened. Kinney chipped
the
ball
over
NKU's
defensive wall to Jeff Smith

Wrestling a Gorilla Miner defensive
end Paul Demzik puts on a hard rush

~

International
Tours of Rolla
~.
Offering
Airline Tickets

Space Limited on December FlightsMake Reservations NOW!

No Charge For Our Services
1023 Kingshlghway

341-3300

Saturdays 10:00-1:00
Weekdays 9-5

nNW

against a good team." The
major advantages held by
the Edwardsville team ineluded
experience,
recruitment and agility on
the field.
In the second game of the
season, UMR came out on
top of Mizzou with a score of
2-1. In the first half, Miner
freshman, Jan Wilkerson,
scored with an assist from
junior, Susan Breeden. UMC
tied up the game by halftime, so it took a long, high
shot by senior Valerie
Schaffner over the head of
the goal keeper to put the
women's team into the win
column.
In Sunday 's competition.
the team began to put
together a more polished
offensive attack. Despite the
close score and rather even

game in other aspects, UMR
chalked up 25 shots to UMC's
4.
In the coming week the
women will be in St. Charles,
Mo. for the Lindenwooc!
Tourney over the weekend
and will hold their home
opener Tuesday, Sept. 28
against Maryville College at
7
p.m.
The
double
elimination tournament wiD
offer the Lady Miner's a
chance to get some ex·
perience in playing on an
artificial surface and in
competing among some
quality soccer programs.
Also in the competition wiD
be Southeast Missouri State,

see Soccer
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Harriers take 5th at SIU
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Men's Cross Country

The UMR Miners were one
of 16 teams that gathered at
Southern illinois UniversityEdwardsville Saturday for
the SIU-Edwardsville Invitational.
The
Miners
placed fifth out of a field that
included some of the top
runners in the country.
Commenting on his team's
performance,
Dewey
Allgood states, "I was extremely pleased with our

performance as a team. SIU
is a 'class' meet with some
very tough runners. There
were three or four AlIAmericas
competing
Saturday. To place fifth in
that field says a lot for our
runners."
J eff Peterson was first for
the Miners finishing 20th
overall in 26: 53 over the 5mile course. Dan Lichtenwainer was second on the
team in 27 :01. Dan Ray
finished third in 27:39

followed by Jim Bullard in
27 :42, Joe Henze in 27:47,
Pete Lichtenwalner in 27 : 49,
Scott Giltner in 28 : 15 and
Keith Smith in 28:36.

Southeast Missour i State
which placed eighth in last
year 's NCAA Division II
nationals ran away with the
meet scoring a total of 40
points.
SIU-Edwardsville
placed second with 74 points.
Maryville was third with 103
followed by Rose-Hullman

University with 110 and
UMR with 140 points.
The UMR " B" team
traveled to Columbia for the
All-Missouri
Invitational.
Clinton Campbell paced the
Miners finishing 38th overall
in 28 :34.7. Dave Moore was
second for the team fini shing
in 29 :08.2, followed by Andy
Knudsen 29:21.7, Kevin
Stock 29: 31.0, Bruce Berweck 29 :31.3, Kurt Elmore
30: 11.3, Jim Clossick 30: 13.3
and John Borthwick 30:52.6.

Ne team scores were kept at
Columbia.
The Miners will entertain
SIU-Edwardsville, Lincoln
University and School of the

FREE PITCHER

Of SODA
With a giant pizza
of your choice .

Women ~ Cross Country
Hwy.63&Ollve
Phone 36~.a661

Hierholzer places 4th
ByNANCYREITER

Women 's varsity cross
country has been plagued
with illness and injury the
past week. Although they
were unable to send a full

team
to
the
SIUEdwardsville
Invitational
meet, the three runners
which were able to participate in the meet returned
with more experience and
somewhat fewer seconds.

UMR
runners,
Jan
Hierholzer, Karen Penney
and Jill Cammeron competed with athletes from six
other teams. They placed
fourth,
18th and 21st,
respectively overall in the
,

Ruggers win 26 - Q
Submitted by
RUGBY CLUB

This weekend the UMR
rugby team opened its
season with two games
against
Washington
University. In the first game
the first side won by a score
of 26-0. The scoring in the
game was led by Marty
Heyne who led the UMR
lineman.
score with two tries. Others
involved in the scoring were,
John
McKeague,
K.Q.
Smith, Rick Webes and
Norm Berra each with one
try. Mike Eversman rounded out the scoring with his
, aspects, UMR kick after try.
The second game was lost
shotsto UMC'S
by the UMR team by a scor(::
ning week !he of 3-0. Although the loss was
e in St. Charles, disappointing the games
e LindenwlX!! purpose, that to give some of
r the weekend the newer players ' some
Id their home experience, was a success.
, y, Sept. ~

~/it

Both of the games reinforce the sentiment among
this year's team that the
season will hold many
successes
and pleasant
surprises. Reasons for this
being an increase in the
number of players this
season and an increased
intensity of everyone on the
field. As one veteran said,
" People had -best start
showing up for practice for
there is no such thing as a
locked-up position."

The teams next game is
this Saturday at 11 a.m. on
the Fraternity Row field.
The team encourages people
to come out and give support. Anyone interested in
playing this semester can
get the necessary information by either showing
up at any practice that is
held
Monday
Thursday
at 4 p.m. through
on the
intramural fields or by
contacting K. Q. Smith at 3648527.

Sf!. AH Gomes • 0 & 0 Supplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rollo, MO 364-5581
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To introduce the UMR students
to our staff,
we are offering a

HAIR CUT SPECIAL

$5.00 with I.D.
Call 3644282
For AppOintment
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10%

DISCOUNT

BELL
c
so

GOODS

from page 14

Baseball
Hats

Rockhurst,

Enjoy a medium size Coke
at the regular price and get a

Gla •• for 69

C

Collect a Set!

f4N ..
\A~O\\I(HB

RESEARCH PAPERS

.
...
The French
Room
211 E. 8th Street '

meet. Jan, with a time of
18:26. for the 3-miJe course, .
ran In good company. The
three times lower than hers
belonged to two returning
All-Americas and last year's
MISSOurI state high school
champion. Jan's talent may
carry her well into this elite
circle of runners before the
season is over.
The women 's next meet is
tomorrow, at 4:30 p.m. They
need a great deal of encouragement in their strive
to overcome their earlyseason rival, School of the
Ozarks. Although the Miners
expect to come back with a
full team, Coach Sarah
Preston admits their opponent " will be difficult to
beat. "

HAR~

.S occer
WaShington
University ,
Maryville,
Lindenwood, Meremec and
Forest Park.
Games start at 9 a.m. Of!
Saturday. Each team will
play two games, then the
teams remaining will battle
for the championship on
Sunday. McNally views his
team as "capable of playing
With any of the teams here,"
and looks forward to the
challenge before them.

nm's
"mes
Izza

To All Students With UMR 1.0.

. e CcUege a,

inJe

Ozarks in a quadrangular
meet Friday at the UMR golf
course. The men's meet will
begin at 4 p.m . followed by
the women at 4: 30 p. m.

THAT ARt \ATllf)I'II('

MAID-RITE

Also there are many other sale items:

-Warm-ups
-Shoes
-Tennis Racquets
-Racquetball Racquets

( (, (l/QIU'I' ''1 14· ..... '''' 0 R '[ PQOl ",CTS I ""C,

Offer Good Thru September

y
9
current, 306 page, research ca talOg 1~ .278
~, on fIle all academIc subjects

Reeearch A ..i.t&nce 11 322 Idaho Ave.,

l208iN. los Angeles. CA 90025 (213)
<n--.

City Rt. 1-44
Rolla

364-1434

904 Pine 341-2666
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Polo team hosts tournament
By LARRY TIPI'ON
Stuck in Rolla another
weekend, huh? Another
boring weekend, right?
Wrong! TIlls weekend you
don't have to look far for
excitement. Just ramble on
down to the Multi-Purpose
Building and watch some
water polo. Then go to Tech
Engine CIuh Saturday night

and slam massive quantities
of
everyone's
favorite
beverage. Confused? Read
on!
The UMR Water Polo
team will be hosting the Bud
Light
Tournament
this
Friday
and
Saturday.
teams
are:
Visiting
Southeast Missouri State,
Southwest Missouri State,
Arkansas, Arkansas-Little

Rock, Indiana, Principia and
Southern Illinois.
The tournament itself is
free to the public. UMR polo
players will be selling Bud
Light Tourney T-shirts,
however. Buy a shirt for $4
and the party Saturday is
free.
All proceeds from sales of
the shirts will go toward
sending the team to the AAU

Kelly Holtgrieve sprints around a M1z:zou defender in last SUnday's action.

Women's

Intramural News
By NANCY REITER

Last week's rain seemed
to turn an otherwise slow
week
In
women's Intramurals into an l\ll but
dead one. The only competition consisted of two flag
football games. In the first,
AWS came from behind to
beat TJHA In the last play of

....: Don't
•...•.•....
Miss :
~-

••

••

the game. After catching a
l(}-yard pass, the receiver
ran it in for the go-ahead
points. The kick was good,
making the final score 14-12.
In sororitr action, the last
few minutes also proved
crucial in a close game
between KD and Chi O. An
interception led Chi O. to a
touchdown in the next series
for the only score of the

game. The final: Chi O. 6,
KD O. ZTA has yet to play, as
White Stars handed out
another forfeit.

This week marks the start
of tennis and racquetball
competition. The racquetball tournament this year
will be held at Vessel's
courts. Swimming entires
are due Oct. 1.

Tickets $2.50 :
at the door :

...............

B
Southeast Missouri
Arkansas
Southern Illinois
UMR

SATURDAY
7: 30 Ark-SEMO
9:ooIU-Prin
10:30UALR-SW
12:00 Ark-UMR
1: 30 SEMO--SIU
3:ooIU-SW
4:30Prin-UALR
6:00 "A' winner-'B' winner
'Championshlp Game

r'-'- '- --------------,

II Christopher
Jewelers I
Diamonds and Watches
I
l_~3 ~i:~,~~~:",~O_ 364.-2.2~~_1

****************j

t ZAK'S t
~

~

Rear of the Manor Inn

~

Tues.-Men's Night
Wed.-College Night
Thurs.-Ladies' Night

~
~

6 Nights a Week
Mon.-Sat. 6 p.m.-l a.m.

~

~

~
~

~
~
~

~**************4

M.(

The M-C1
present SieVE
~an Hierhol

Athletes-()f·tJj

recognition

perfonnance!
'eekend.
Steve. a !

Men's

An Event for the Entire Family!

TelUJis

a

Schedules an
Multi-PuI]lOSI
The final ro

BUILD

: wau :
•
• YOUR OWN
:•H. ome-:•
SHIP.
teoming!
•
•
• H oe- '1
•
1
: down:

:
:

A

Indiana
Principia
Arkansas-Little Rock
Southwest Missouri

FRIDAY
4: 00 SEMO--UMR
5:30 Prin-SW
7:00 Ark-SIU
8:30IU-UALR
10:ooSIU-UMR

'l\Jesday on

1* WlTtta * 1

••: Friday Sept. 24:••
: 8:00 to 1:00 :
••
•
••
•
at
: St. Pat's gym :
••
••

National Championships in
Florida.
The team should dowell at
the Nationals, considering
their current record of 5--0.
They have beaten Principia
(~7, 11-10), Indiana (11-7),
SIU (21-7) and the Chicago
Water Polo CIub (16--14). The
team is the tourney favorite.
Starting players for UMR
are: Bob Chambers, Joe
Perichich, Jerry Flowers,
Paul
Entwistle,
Paul
Perichich, Gil Kauffmann
and goalie Ralph Roesler.
The team's coach is Bob
Pease.
Water polo, for the benefit
of those who don't understand it, is a game much
like a combination of other
sports.
There are six field players
and one goalie on a side. To
score, a team must shoot the
ball past a goalie into a net,
like soccer. A team gaining
possession of the ball has a
limited time (35 seconds) in
which to take a shot, just like
basketball. Players (except
goalies) can pray the ball
with only one hand at a time.
So now that you know the
rules, go out and support
your team. The players will
be glad to see you .
(NOTE: Coach Pease and
the water polo team wish to
thank Mullally Distributing
of Cuba for sponsoring the
tournament.)

Brackets
and
Schedule

tournament '

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 9th
6.2 MILE RUN
A 6.2 MIle Fun Run -

Starts al :he Forum

Plaza , 10 3.m

Engineering Duty Officer is the Navy's name for a man
whose specialty is s hI ps a nd s hip systems - runrung t hem,
designing them, building them. An EDO's career can take
him from sea duty to postgraduate s tudy t hen on In to hi s
own individual specialty-anything from hard-core pragmatics to pure research.
.'
Engineeri ng Duty. If it sounds like your kind of Job.
speak to:

3.1 MILE RUN
A 3. 1 Mile Fun Run Plaza, 11 a.m .

Proceeds donated to the

UNITED FUND OF ROLLA

.Regis ter al any Forum
Plaza Sto re before 6
P.M Friday October

(314) 263-5000

8th Course map race
rules & inst ru ctions

Collect Calls Accepted

ava Ilable upon
regIstratIon

SPON SORED BY
Forum

Piau

M efCnafl1~

ASSOCo.l tlOn -

Rolla Mo

ltoE,senIWOt.Co Real1ols - "-allS.lsC,ty& SOllfl\l!>tkl

NAVY OFRCER. IT'S NOT lUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

Starts at the Forum

o

6.2 MILE RUN
Top 10 Men Runners
Top 10 Women RunnerS

3.1 MILE RUN
Top 10 Men Runners
Top 10 Women RunnelS
Oldest & Youngest
Fun Runners
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IKappa A1p4a

Golf Tourney
By MIKE SIMMS
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
is sponsoring a golf tournament on Sunday, Oct. 3 of
Homecoming weekend. The
tournament is an 18-hole two
man scramble. The entry fee
for the tournament is $12 per
team. Seven of the $12 will go
towards Theta Tau Omega
Ugly Man charity fund, with
the other $5 funding the
prizes. The seven lowest
scorers will receive credit
for merchandise in the pro
shop. All prizes will be based
on a minimum entry of 50
teams with a maximum
limit of 72 teams. To start off
the
tournament,
every
player receives a ball and a
bag of tees.
To add a little extra to the

r:---1

lers I

hes

i

-2264 i

I

tournament, we are having a
long drive contest on hole
number one and a closest to
the pin contest on hole
number two.
On hole number eight we
are going to have a 2(}. foot
diameter circle around the
hole. For a $2 try, you can
attempt to win some balls. If
you hit your ball on the
green, you will receive three
golf balls, and if your ball
lands in the 2(}.foot circle you
will receive 12 balls.
Entry forms may be obtained at the golf shop or the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity,
located at Ninth and Bishop
streets.
Twelve
dollars
should accompany the entry
forms. Make checks payable
to Pi Kappa Alpha Golf
Tournament.
TEllE FOREIGN CAR

M-Club
Submitted by
M-CLUB

The M-Club is proud to
present Steve C. Davis and
Jan Hierholzer as "coAthletes-of-the-Week"
in
recognition of their fine
performances
over
the
weekend.
Steve, a senior on the

Athlete of the week

Miner
football
squad,
displayed his ability against
Pittsburg State Saturday by
tying a school record of three
interceptions, breaking up
two passes, participating in
eight tackles and scoring a
touchdown in leading the
Miners to a 21-9 victory .
Jan, a member of the

women 's
cross
country
team, and also a senior, had
an excellent performance
last Saturday at the SIUE / TAC Classic in Edwardsville, Ill. While running the rugged 3 mile
course in 18:26, Jan placed
fourth in a very competitive
field and was awarded a fine
plaque. Jan, in her first year

of cross country, was
defeated only by three
women from SEMO which
included a former state
champion and two NCAA
Division II All-Americas.
Congratulations again to
both Steve and Jan, and
wishes for continued success!

Men's

Intramural Update
ByLARRYTIPI'ON
Intramurals really got
going this week, as the tennis
tournament started, golf was
finished and flag football
continued.
Tennis
action
began
Tuesday on UMR's courts.
Schedules are posted in the
Multi-Purpose Building.
The final round of the golf
tournament was held last

- -

o

Sunday. Campus Club posted
the low score by shooting a
270. Pikes and Kappa Sig
tied for second with m each,
while Sig Ep was next at 281
strokes.
Racquetball intramurals
will start tomorrow afternoon
at
Vessel 's
Racquetball
Club.
This
year's tournament is being
held over a weekend, a

364·3214

change in last year's format,
to facilitate cooperation with
Vessel's .
Tournament
schedules are posted in the
Multi-Purpose
Building.
Anyone
with
questions
should
call
Peggy
at
Vessel 's.

II

Flag football rolls on (of
course). Scores of last
week 's games are not yet
available.
William Jennings Bryan 's wise words
aboul destiny being a matter of chOice ISsomething to think about when you're
conSidering the dlreclion your career Will
take. At a time like thiS. we wanl you to be
aware of some great opportunities for fastmoving careers With one of the leading
electriC utilities In the nation.
Located In one of the fastest-growing
Sunbelt states, Arkansas Power & Light
Company has assembled a many-disc iplined
team of engineers from arounc the nation
thai's second to none And we're looking for

-- --

AEROBIC DANCE
CLASS
Magic Lantern Skate Center

81 the Forum

Forum Plaza Shopping Center

men and women who would like to be a
member of that team to help meet the many
challenges that come up every day. We offer
either small town or city liVing, corporate
office or power plant setting, state of the arts
technology and the opportunity to learn and
grow With a Wide variety of projects tha t
challenge the best abilities.
Invest a few minutes In your future.
Contact your University Placement Office
now for additional Information and to
schedule an Interview

1000 Hwy. 72 East Rolla, MO 364-3202

Tues. & Thurs. Mornings 10:00-11 :00 a.m.
Tues. & Thurs. Evenings 5:30-6:30 p.m.
$15.00 per month
2 classes per'week
Classes Begin Oct. 5-Oct. 28

FREE BABYSITTING
Call 364-3202 or 364-4209
for more information.

MIOOlE SOUTH
UTILITIES SYSTEM

I

ARKANSAS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
An EquaJ Opportunity Employer

INTERVIEWING ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 4.

MISSOU~I
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1982 INTRAMURAL GOLF RESULTS

around the miaa
By GREG WEHKING

State from scoring. This win gives Central
Missouri a record of 2-0.

UMR 21, Pittsburgh State 9
The Miners gained their second decision
Saturday when they defeated a strong
Pittsburg State team. The Miners ' a ttack
was led by senior cornerback Steve Davis.
Davis intercepted three passes for a school
record, one of which he returned for a
touchdown
Southeast Missouri 39, Evansville 13
Southeast junior quarterback Jim
Prestwood led his team to their first win of
the season. Prestwood ran for two touchdowns and threw for another pair.
Central Missouri 10, Murray State 0
Central Missouri State became only the
fourth team since 1973 to keep Murray

Northeast Missouri 38, Wartburg 0
Ken Wiek, of Northeast scored four
touchdowns in the contest against Wartburg in Waverly, Iowa. Wiek's performance helped give Northeast their
second victory of the season.
Missouri Western 17, Northwest MIssouri
14
Northwest Missouri remains winless
after this weekend with a record of (}-3.
Northwest, after leading late in the fourth
quarter, lost with just 21 seconds' left when
Missouri Western completed a 21-yard
touchdown pass.

CMS
UMR
NEMS
LU
SEMS
NWMS

MIAASOCCER
NONCONF. CONFERENCE
WLT
WLT
4 1 0
0 0 0
2 3 0
0 0 0
1 2
0 0 0
4 0
0 0 0

UMR
SEMS
UMSL
NEM~

Oct. 7

No games played

Oct. 12
Oct. 13

9 30
6 30

Oct. 14

800
9 30
6 30

EAST

from page 14
who headed the ball to
Shillito across the goal
mouth. Mike put it away,
scoring his third goal of the
season. He leads the team in
scoring and all three of his
goals have ' been game
winners. Kinney leads the
team in total points with
five.
Next, the 6th ranked
Miners play host to UMKC
on Saturday night at the
UMR Soccer Complex in the
southwest corner of the
university athletic fields.
This will be an excellent
chance to come out to see
one of the best teams in the
country play right here in
Rolla. Sunday afternoon, the
Miners will take on the NAIA
powerhouse Rockhurst. Last
season,
UMR
fell
to
Rockhurst by the slim
margin
of
1-0.
So .. ..
TILL NEXT TIME :
Sat. Sept. 25, vs UMKC here
at 7:00 p.m. (Optimist
Night!!! )
Sun. Sept. 26, vs Rockhurst
here at 2:30 p.m.

***

~

90
87
84

81
78
75
72
69
66
63
60
54

51
48

45
42

1. Pfost-Lorensen, Campus
Club,132
2. Craig-Bradle, PiKA, 134

Women's
Football
Standings
RHA
TJHA
AWS
ZTA
ChiO.
KD
White Stars

*KD-Z'I:A
BetaSig-RHA
Sig Pi-Sig Tau
GDl-Sigma Chi Mu

WEST
Newman-Kappa Alpha Psi
GDI-Delta Tau
Delta Sig-MHA East
KA-Tech
PiKA-Delta Sig

, .......................
Kickers

93

291
293
294
304
306
309
315
319
320
332
341

Lincoln - Did not play this week.

Flag Football Schedule Revisions

•
•
•
•
•

96

288

57

MEDALISTS:

MIAA FOOTBALL
NONCONF. CONFERENCE
WLT
WLT
o 0 0
200
o 0 0
0
2
o 0 0
0
2
0 0 0
0
1
0 o 0
1 1 1
o 0 0
0 3 0

I.M.POINTS
105
101.5
101.5

SCORE
270
272
272
281

ORGANIZATION
Campus Club
PiKA
KappaSig
SigEp
Henry-Lynch
Phi Kappa Theta
SigTau
TKE
TECH
Beta Sig
AEPi
Wesley
SigNU
Lambda Chi
Vets
SigPi
Delta Tau
Triangle
SigmaChiMu
GDI
RHA
DeltaSig

ATTENTION SKIERS: Marketing coordinators needed to promote high quality ski and
beach trios on camous. Earn commission
plus FREE TRAVEL Call Summit Tours,
800-392-2718.

AIr Force ROTC
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401
314-3414932

Schweiss Motor Co., Inc
OLDS-BUICK-AMC-JEEP
500 Hwy. 63 South Rolla, MO
Open 8 to 7 Sal. till 4 p.m.

~

•
•.
•
•
•

NewAt
1202 N. Bishop
Rolla
364-8998
I--------------cOUPON ______________ •

i
Face II
yau 've always wanled 10 flyl r.l. any of us have
hod Ihe feeling
and far some II has never gone away
If you have Ihal feeling. Ihen you 're In luck Arr Force ROTC
Flighllnslruc llon Program (FIP) IS available 10 you Irs deSign·
ed 10 leach you Ihe baSICS of fllghl Ihrough flYing lessons In
small arrcraff 01 a CIVilian operaled flYing school
The program IS on EXTRA for cadels who can quali fy 10
become Arr Force pllol; Ihrough Arr Force ROTC Token durrng
Ihe senior year In COllege. FIP IS Ihe frrsl slep for Ihe cadel who
IS gOing on 10 Arr Force Jel piiol Iralnlng offer graduallon
ThiS IS all reserved for cadels who wanl 10 gel Iherr life off
Ihe ground
wllh Arr Force Silver piiol wings Check II oullo.
day

Some '82 models left at
Tremendous Savings
Come in, look these over,
order yours now!

Unavailable

DO YOU WANT TO FLY?

~.

83 models on display!

WL
2 0
2 1
2 1
I 0
I 1
0 2
0 3

Note: Men's
Stand'i ngs

....................... ,

<,,#

HERE NOW!!
NEW!!

~

~

Buy One Oet O~e

II

FREE

I

i8

TACOTATER

Baked potato filled with ground beef, taco sauce, sour cream.
lettuce & tomatoes.

With Coupon
Expires Sept. 30, 1982

I

~

r
I

.
·'

I

~------------·CO~ON-------------~

r-------------CO~ON-------------~

51. Louis Rib &
!
2An Order of S.all Spuds 8c

!

~

~

I
I

$1 59
•

With Coupon

Save.45

Expires Sept. 30, 1982

~

i
I

I--------------COUPON- ____________
.
I
~

BOTC

G a teway to a gr eat w ay of Ide .

ursday. Sept. 23.1982
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UMR Students!

.

GO

Ad effective thru Saturday

N.h., ..... 2S,

'912.

wt'Sering
For the Best of Everything
Including the cost Cutter Price!

Jlff't' BRAND ENTREES
TURKE't' WITH GRAV't' OR

Salisbury
Steak

-

49

$
er,

EW OR 01£1 & REGULAR -

Mp~psi Cola

_KROGER
MEAT WIENERS •••••••

"

KROGER CHUNK
BRAUNSCHWEIGER • • ••

8$

AMERICAN CHEESE
FOOD SLICES. • • • • • • ••
PLUS
DEPOSIT

DEW OR DIET & REGULAR

PepsI• C0 ,a ....... . .,

M .

I-

I
I

1 Liter

$

Btl.

6

, (12 PACK)

12-01.

16-0,
Pkg.-

The Best
of the Fresh

$1 19

Busch Beer

8
c:
"~

Lb.

(INDIVIDUAllY WRAPPED ,

Bt's.

I

Pkg:

KROGER

16·01.
i

l-Lb

Just for You

FRESH
IN STORE MADE

FRESH FRIED

ANY FLAVOR

WHOLE

DELI
PIZZA

GLAZED
DONUTS

CHEESE
BALL

SUBMARINE
SANDWICH

FROM

DOlEN .

LB .

EACH

$251 $1 81 $211 $4 11
V~UOO't Ute K~eit
THOMPSON

SEEDLESS
GRAPES. • • • • ••

Larg.

9~
~

99~

H.ad

Cans
• • • ••

5

Lb .

FRESH

SNO-WHITE
CAULIFLOWER ••

Gtt'llWt

Larg.
H.ad

58~
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• Wal Mart Sells for less. Wal M art S ells f or l ess. W ol M art Sells f or Less. W al M art S ells f or l ess. W al Mart Sells for l ess. Wal Mart Sells for less. Wal Mart Sells for L . ~

,

Highway 63 South Rolla
Open 9 a_m_-9 p_m_
Prices Good Thru Saturday, Sept _25, 1982

WAI:MART

Fuii Color Print nm
126-12
126-24
135-12
135-24

20%
off
Extension Cords
-By' General Electric
-Whit. or brown color
-6ft .. 9ft .• 12ft.
-Ullisted

0/0

20 off

t9 "

,TRASH8BA6S
GRASS

Ladies Full rlgUre
Sweatshirt &
SweatDants

E3-2070T

-Assorted colors & sizes
-Draw strinll waist
-Crew neck & V -neck top

lordite&
Trash
Grass Bags

6.00

2 28

-20 count

•

Ea.

Ladies Knit Top
-1 00 % cotton
-S izes 0 -20
-Machine washable

-100% polyester
-Assorted stripes
,
-Sizes small. medium. large
Similar to Illustration

9.00 5.00
WAI:MART

I·D Fumiture
-By RAKKS
-Wooden framed canvas
magazine rack
-No. 16-1410

5.24

W AL·MART'S AOVERTISED MERCHA NDI SE POLI CY - II IS our Intenllon to have every advertised Item In stock However ,I due to any unforeseen reason an
adverl1sed Item IS no l available lor purchase , Wal·Mart will Issue a Ram Check on reQues t lor the merchandise to be purchased at the sale nee when~ver
available , or Will selt yOu a Similar Item al a comparable reduction In pnce We reserve the nghllO limit Quantities
P

• Wal Mart Sells for l ess. Wal Mart Sells for less. W ol Mart S ells f or l ess. Witl M Mt 5 ,,11, for Less. W al M art S ells f or l ess • W al Mart S8Hs for Less. Wal M .. rt 5,,11

